COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

ANNUAL REPORT
ACADEMIC YEAR 2012 – 2013
Delivering on the 2012-17 Strategic Plan
This year has been the first year of implementation of our new 2012-17 Strategic Plan, entitled;
EDUCATION REDEFINED 2.0: Advancing Indiana. As in the case of our previous strategic
plan, our college is very well aligned with the objectives of the new plan and we are already
delivering substantially in many of its measures. Therefore, the structure of our college annual
report follows the same structure of objectives and measures of the university strategic plan and
by doing so provides clear evidence of our distinctive alignment and active contributions.
Our college has a well-documented track record in providing distinctive educational experiences,
leading disciplinary innovation, investing in a vibrant school community, and engaging the needs
of Indiana. In this report you will be able to read about many of the unique features of our
departments and programs. Our recent reaccreditation visits in the departments of architecture
and urban planning acknowledge our professional relevancy and many measures that we meet
with distinction. Also our programs in the department of landscape architecture have been
repeatedly commended for their distinctive focus in design. This New Year will find all the
professional programs of the college fully reaccredited and ready to move forward in their
continuing quest to innovate and redefine education in each of their fields.
The CAP Family is a vibrant community that goes beyond our current students, faculty, and
staff. Every year our Alumni elevate their engagement in the life of our college, and with their
active participation our national recognition and influence continues to grow. We are a closely
knitted community that is always ready to celebrate the many accolades that our members
receive. In this report you will learn about the many recognitions that the CAP Family has
received during this last year.
Last but certainly not least; this report celebrates the many ways in which the CAP Family is
engaging the needs of Indiana. Community outreach has been a vocation of our college since its
inception almost 50 years ago. Today we continue to profess that same commitment as one of
our most distinctive features. We don‘t only strive to do well, we strive to do good. The generous
spirit of our alumni finds root in our college and current students continue to be inspired by the
enduring dedication of our faculty.
We hope you will enjoy reviewing this report and share in our enthusiasm. These are exciting
times for The CAP Family.

Guillermo Vasquez de Velasco, PhD
Dean of CAP
Ball State University
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Faculty/Staff
Appointments, Promotions, and Retirements
Bart Amburn (CAP) has taken a position at Sweetwater Sound in Ft. Wayne,
IN. They are one of the United States' largest dealers in musical equipment for
musicians, recording studios, schools, house of worship, concert sound
companies and broadcasters. We wish him all the best in this new venture.

Josh Coggeshall (ARCH) has been promoted to Associate Professor. Josh
has been a faculty member in the department of architecture since 2009. In
addition to teaching, he has served as the Director of the Masters in Architecture
professional program.

German Cruz (LA) retired at the end of the 2012 fiscal year. German joined
Ball State in 1997. During his years of service, his accomplishments in Urban
Design have led to a redesign of the Muncie transportation network, a master
plan for Tillotson Avenue, and a series of charrette vignettes for diverse sites
around campus and the city of Muncie, and throughout the state of Indiana.

Robert Fisher (ARCH) retired at the end of the 2012 fiscal year. He has
contributed to Ball State University, the College of Architecture and Planning
and the Center for Energy Research/Education/Service during a substantive
45-year career. Fisher was asked by the university administration to serve an
interim role as Dean and subsequently was encouraged into extending that
position into becoming the College‘s second longest-tenured Dean. He retires
with the title, Dean Emeritus of the College of Architecture and Planning.

Dustin Headley (ARCH) has accepted a position at Kansas State University.
Dustin has been at CAP since 2010. He is most known for digital fabrication
around the CAP. At K-State he will teach digital design and fabrication as an
assistant professor of Interior Architecture and Product Design. We wish him all
the best in this new venture.

Stephen Kendall (ARCH) retired at the end of the 2012 fiscal year.
Kendall has formed a company INFILL SYSTEMS US LLC dedicated to
promoting products and providing architectural services that support developers
in achieving adaptable and long-lived buildings.

Josh Vermillion (ARCH) has accepted a tenure-track position at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. He will be teaching graduate studios and
advanced electives geared towards his research interests - architectural
applications of computational design methods, digital fabrication tools, robotics,
responsive systems, advanced materials, and other emerging technologies. We
wish him all the best in this new venture.

Ted Wolner (ARCH) retired at the end of the 2012 fiscal year. Ted joined
CAP in 1988 and has been a valued member in the department of architecture.
During his retirement, he plans to participate in as many demonstrations against
fracking and the Keystone pipeline as possible!

Francis Parker (UP) retired at the end of the 2012 fiscal year. He began his
service at Ball State as an associate professor in 1976. Francis served as the
chairman of the Department of Urban Planning from 1980 to 1993. He has been
the student advisor for both the graduate and undergraduate planning programs
since 2002 and the internship coordinator since 2006. Francis has served on the
University Academic Honors in Writing Committee from 2007-2012, the
University Graduate Education Committee from 2003-2004, and the University
Judicial Committee from 1997-1998, as well as college and departmental level
appointments.

GOAL 1
Provide distinctive, high-quality educational experiences.
Objective

A. Continue to strengthen the academic profile of the student body.

CAP continues its commitment of a strong and competitive undergraduate student cohort. The
following information, supplied by the Office of Admissions, is a snapshot of the students
admitted to the CAP First Year for the 2013-14 academic year. Another factor which should
be noted is; 89% of this cohort has earned the Indiana Honors diploma or its equivalent. In
addition, this class boasts 20 students who hold perfect 4.0 academic indexes in their high
school work.

Associate Dean, Michel Mounayar welcoming the class of 2017
to the CAP during Admitted Student Day on March 23, 2013.
Photo by Chris Helms

Following is a statistical snapshot of the first year students who have been admitted to the
College of Architecture and Planning (CAP) for the fall 2013 academic year. This information
was provided by the Office of Admissions. In addition to the first year CAP program,
information regarding admission directly to a program is provided.

BALL STATE UNIVERSITY
Office of Admissions
EDUCATION REDEFINED
2013 Admitted applicants by first area of intended study
Generated 6-6-13 by Beth Haisley

College of Architecture and Planning
College
AP
AP
AP
AP
TOTAL

Area of study
CAP - 1st year program
Environmental Design
Landscape Architecture
Urban Planning and Development

Freshmen
Admits
174
8
19
14
215

Confirms
99
3
8
7
117

Transfer
Admits
4
3

Confirms
3
2

7

5

The counts included in this report represent the applicant's first intended major at the time of application. Students can change their first
intended area of study at any time, including during summer Orientation.
The Office of Admissions is still accepting applications for fall 2013 from both freshmen and transfers. The majority of transfer applicants
apply in May and June when they complete spring semester at the institution they're presently attending.

On October 27, the Department of Architecture hosted Masters of Architecture (M.ARCH) visit
Day bringing approximately ten students to the CAP. The students were able to view current
work of students, tour the building and the campus, visit with faculty and gain perspective from a
graduate of the program.
Each year the Department of Architecture hosts a celebratory reception for undergraduate
students in their senior year who have achieved at least a 3.6 accumulative grade point average
(GPA) or a 3.5 overall GPA and won a competition. This year‘s gathering of the ―Best and
Brightest‖ took place on November 15.

Best and Brightest Reception L to R: Andrea Swartz, Josh Coggeshall,
Janice Shimizu-Coggeshall, Michael Gastineau, Nick Dodge, Chris
Reinhart, Guillermo Vasquez de Velasco, Andrew Brindley, Walter
Grondzik, Joe Bilello, Mahesh Daas, Chris, John Lain, Casey Ozog,
Bryan Beerman, Matt Schmalzel, Fabiola Shifflett, Ethan Coverstone,
Rochelle Jansing, Charlie Koers. Photo by Chris Helms

The Department of Urban Planning held their annual open house on January 26 to provide an
opportunity for prospective students to learn about their graduate programs. Bruce Frankel also
held two recruiting fairs this spring. More than a dozen potential students participated.
Objective

B. Focus clearly on student success.

The Ball State University Master of Architecture Alumni Survey was distributed in September
2012 to the first five cohorts of Ball State College of Architecture master‘s degree graduates.
The survey was designed and revised through working meetings with the department chair, the
college dean, and in consultation with the provost. Prior to the administration of the survey, the
instrument was pilot tested and comments were sought regarding the survey from currently
enrolled College of Architecture and Planning (CAP) M.ARCH students.
Surveys invitations were sent via email to all available email addresses (85% of all 2008-2012
graduates). Among 125 graduates contacted, 68 responded for a response rate of 54%.
Differences between the relative distributions of sex, race, age, state residence, SAT/ACT scores,
high school percentile rank, and undergraduate GPAs of the population of all graduates and the
sample of 68 survey respondents were statistically insignificant. More than 8 out of 10
respondents were employed full-time at the time of the survey, and more than 8 out of 10
employed respondents had jobs within the field.
Related positions included design, digital design, construction management, and architectural
consulting. More than 70% of all first employment after graduation from the M.Arch program
was within the field of architecture. Two thirds of all employed graduates were earning between

$30,000 and $50,000 per year in the first two years after graduation. By the third year, nearly
two thirds were earning $40,000 to $50,000 and none were earning less than $30,000. By the
fifth year after graduation, respondents reported earning at least $40,000 per year.
The vast majority of respondents rated course experiences in design studio, critical thinking, and
internship experiences favorably and agreed or strongly agreed they were well prepared in these
areas.
The lowest rated skill preparation item was financial considerations. At the same time, more than
8 out of 10 rated this skill as relevant (nearly half rated it extremely relevant). More than three
quarters of the respondents are fulfilling the IDP requirements for licensure. The majority have
not taken the Architect Registration Examination, although most feel that they are well prepared
to do so.
Most respondents indicated they feel that they are well prepared for employment. More than
86% feel that their Ball State Master of Architecture education is valuable or very valuable when
compared with the education of peers from other institutions. More than 95% would recommend
the program to prospective students.
A Master of Architecture Employer Survey was distributed in September and October 2012 to
known and potential employers of Ball State College of Architecture master‘s degree (M.ARCH)
graduates in an effort to solicit information about how graduates have performed in the field.
The survey was designed and revised through working meetings with the department chair, the
college dean, and in consultation with the provost. Prior to the administration of the survey, a
companion instrument with very similar content was pilot tested and sent to all 2008-2012
College of Architecture and Planning (CAP) master‘s degree graduates.
Surveys (and links to an online form) were sent via US Mail to a combination of three distinct
lists of employers: first, a list of all Indiana members of the American Institute of Architects
(AIA); secondly, a list developed at the university for placement purposes; and lastly, a list
comprised of firms identified on the Ball State Master of Architecture Alumni Survey. Whenever
possible, where the lists intersected only one survey was mailed.
Combined, the list was used to gather information from 285 firms or architects, mostly in
Indiana, but every attempt was made to identify all firms which have hired Ball State M.ARCH
graduates. The first mailing was released on September 14, and a second, follow-up mailing to a
remaining 259 firms or architects on October 3.
Among 285 firms, 43 have responded as of October 9 (for this preliminary report), for a response
rate of 15%. Of 43 completed surveys, only 19 (44%) were from employers. Non-employers
were asked to complete only the first question.
Among firms that completed the survey, nearly half are small firms with about 5 to 9 employees.
About one quarter are large firms with at least 50 employees. Employer respondents rated Ball
State M.ARCH graduates highest with regard to visual communication and digital design.
Employers also rated visual communication as the most relevant skill to their firms. Nearly 95%

of employer respondents agreed or strongly agreed that Ball State M.ARCH graduates
demonstrate reliable digital design skills.
Eighty-four percent of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that graduates demonstrate reliable
conceptual design skills, as well as ethics, community and social responsibility. All employer
respondents rated conceptual design as a relevant (35%) or extremely relevant (65%) skill to
their firms. All respondents agreed (44%) or strongly agreed (56%) that M.ARCH alumni are
well prepared to graphically communicate with computer-generated graphics and to use a
computer in the design process.
More than three quarters of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that M.ARCH graduates are
well prepared to integrate knowledge from the social sciences, arts and humanities into the
planning and design process or provide professional design services which reflect an ethic of
sustainability. More than 70% of respondents rated using a computer and graphically
communicating with computer-generated graphics extremely relevant.
All respondents indicated that integrating knowledge of building materials into the design
process and graphically communicating with computer-generated graphics are relevant or
extremely relevant to their firms. AutoCAD was reported as by far the software most likely used
by M.ARCH graduates on a daily basis for early and advanced stages of design. Software
relevance was very similar to software use, where AutoCAD was most often seen as highly
relevant, followed closely (or surpassed when relevant use is included) by Sketch Up. Again
though, AutoCAD is the only software package that was relevant to all respondents.
In addition, graduation rates for undergraduate students in the Department of Landscape
Architecture continue to exceed 80% while the graduation rate for our master‘s students is 95%.
The Department of Urban Planning developed several outcome measures for their students.
These outcome measures include; American Institute of Certified Planners Exam pass rate ,
retention rates, on-time graduation rates, feedback from jurors, job readiness surveys, portfolio
reviews, exit surveys, and length of time for alumni to find employment.
Also, the American Planning Association recently released the pass rates for the AICP exam for
accredited planning programs in the US and Canada. We noted with great pride that alumni of
CAP Urban Planning programs did exceedingly well on the exam. The pass rate for graduates of
the Masters of Urban and Regional Planning program was 88%, and for the Bachelors of
Urban Planning and Development, it was 76%. These pass rates surpassed those of many
notable programs in the US and Canada.
On February 13, Ira Modry-Caron from the Office of Institutional Effectiveness, gave a
presentation to the Department of Urban Planning and revealed that the department has one of
the highest, if not the highest, four-year on-time graduation rates at Ball State.
In addition, the Department of Urban Planning began reorganizing their alumni mentorship
program, which originally began in 2010. A meeting of the department was held to measure
student interest in this program. With the assistance of Cynthia Bowen (BUPD ‗96), Planning

Alumni Board representative and Region IV Director on the Board of the American Planning
Association, and committee chair, Lisa Dunaway, instructor of urban planning, we will pair
students with volunteer alumni to provide our current students with guidance as they go through
the program and once graduated, to help them network with professionals in their fields. The
program is intended to be rolled out in phases to ensure success. This fall we will offer the
program to fourth year undergraduates and second year graduates. Next fall, we will open
it up to third year undergraduates and first year graduates. The following fall we will ask second
year undergraduates to join.
Each year the CAP first year students participate in a fieldtrip experience, sometimes going to
Chicago, sometimes to Indianapolis, or other points closer to Muncie. During the fall semester a
group of CAP101 students traveled to Chicago. By the end of the trip, at least 30% of the
students knew which department in CAP they wanted to pursue. They completed sketchbooks of
Chicago emphasizing space, activity and path. They visited the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation,
the Chicago Botanical Gardens, the American Planning Association, and the University of
Chicago‘s Institute of Technology.

Students sketching during trip to Chicago.
Photo provided by Lohren Deeg

The CAP spring awards ceremony took place on April 10. This is a time for each department to
recognize their best students. These students have won competitions, achieved high academic
accomplishments, and professionalism. This year‘s award recipients for the Department of Urban
Planning were:

Abby Wiles received the Dave
and Mandira Kar-Schoen
Outstanding Student Award

Caroline Diamond received the
Eric and Sandra Kelly Excellence
in Writing Award

Jacob Egan received the American
Institute Certified Planners (AICP)
Outstanding Student Award
(Undergraduate)
Photos by Chris Helms

Xiaofei Xue received the Urban
Planning Leadership Award
Photos by Chris Helms

Shuo Liu received the Best
Pamela Quirin received the
Portfolio Award (Graduate)
Graduate Merit Fellowship
Photos by Chris Helms
Award recipients from the Department of Architecture include:

Bryan Beerman with Michel
Mounayar receiving the AIA Henry
Adams Medal

Chris Reinhart with Michel
Mounayar receiving the AIA Henry
Adams Certificate of Merit
Photos by Chris Helms

Sarah Essbai received the
American Institute Certified
Planners (AICP) Outstanding
Student Award (Graduate)

Mandy Dyer received the Best
Portfolio Award (Undergraduate)

Jenna Harbin was the
recipient of a Standerford
Scholarship

Bryan Beerman and Kelly Donnelly
with Michel Mounayar receiving
the Alpha Rho Chi Medal

Lucas Holwerda received the
ARCC King Research Medal

Graduate Merit Fellowship
recipients were Leslie Perrigo,
Sarah Robinson, Joshua
Stowers and Stephanie
Schwartz (not pictured). Also
pictured is Michel Mounayar.

Glen Sabados Memorial Scholarship
recipients were Reed Thompson,
Caitlin Dashiell, Abe Arregui, and
Chandra Aylsworth. Also pictured are
Michel Mounayar and Tony Costello.

Kayla Hassett received the Standerford
Scholarship.
Photos by Chris Helms

Charles Koers received the Kevin
Theobald Scholarship.
Photos by Chris Helms

The Sigma Pi Kappa inductees were
Kayla Hassett, Elizabet Biggio, Julie
Edwards, Leslie Perrigo, and Sarah
Robinson. Jill Van Gessel and
Stephanie Schwartz (not pictured).
Also pictured is Michel Mounayar.

Ethan Coverstone received the Merrell Thomas Memorial Scholarship for Diversity. Shown
below is Rebecca Roberts receiving the Lickety Split Scholarship from Dean Guillermo
Vasquez de Velasco.

Photo by Chris Helms

Award Recipients from the Department of Landscape Architecture are:

Laurynn Thieme received the
Jennifer Nicole Pokorny Memorial
Scholarship. Presenting the award is
Anthony Pokorny, Jennifer’s father.

Receiving the Rundell Ernstberger
Associates Scholarship is Matthew
Sell with Eric Ernstberger.

Nicholas Buesking and Peter Ellery
received Academic Excellence
awards.
Photos by Chris Helms

Additional awards include:
2012-13 Garden Club of Indiana Scholarship Recipients
Austin Blomeke,Monica Goshorn-Maroney, Lisa
Karcher, Devin Dabney, Ashley Williams, Erica
Delaney, Alison Hubert
Alicia Haydon and Ryan King
accepting Cruz Foundation awards.
Also pictured are German Cruz and
Jodi Rosenblatt – Naderi. Photo by
Chris Helms

Olmsted Scholar Fellowship Nominee: Eric Lucas
Graduate Merit Fellowship- Chenyuan Gu, Kristopher
May, Yiding Wang
Additional Cruz Foundation awards- Hilary Buskirk and
Alejandra Lagunas
Lake County Master Gardeners- Nellie Chavez
Hernandez
Sigma Lambda Alpha Fall 2012 Initiates- Jonathan
Tieman, Brennan Maher, Hilary Buskirk, Farah
Alam, Cassandra Wells, Alejandra Lagunas,
Kourtney Dillavou, Carolyn Scialdone

Objective

C. Place immersive learning at the center of a Ball State education.

Our college continues to provide a wide variety of immersive learning opportunities for our
students and peers from other disciplines in our campus. In many instances such experiences
constitute the main corpus of courses and in other cases the experience is encapsulated within
courses that are in such a way enhanced. In the case of courses related to our graduate programs
the demographic composition of our student body is by default multidisciplinary. The following
lists of experiences are subscribed to the concept of immersive learning.
Department: Urban Planning
College: Architecture and Planning
Title of project: PLAN498/598 Affordable Housing
Faculty: Vera Adams
Number of Students: 9 graduate students total, 4 international grad students
Course Number PLAN498/498
Disciplines: Historic Preservation, Urban Planning
Credits: 3hrs
Tangible Outcome: Habitat for Humanity House built in Southeast Indianapolis, IN
Community Partner: Habitat for Humanity, Lilly Corp Sponsored house
Indianapolis, IN
Problem asked to solve: produce affordable housing at minimal cost
Learning Outcomes:
Create Multi-Media Presentation for CAP lobby monitors of Habitat Build
 Research and Document a community experience via participant observation
 Tell a good story
 Familiarize yourself with multimedia presentation methods and requirements
 Familiarize yourself with the people at CAP who do this

Career Path or Connections to profession:
Met other volunteers, met Lilly research scientists, worked with builders and contractors and
carpenters and plumbers. International students understand ―How‖ and ―Why‖ Americans pitch
in to help their neighbors.

Department: Urban Planning
College: Architecture and Planning
Title of project: CAP101 Chicago Field trip
Faculty: Vera Adams
Number of Students: 20 first year students
Course Number CAP101
Disciplines: CAP first year, undeclared majors
Credits: 3hrs
Tangible Outcome: sketchbooks of Chicago ―space, activity and path‖
Community Partner: City of Chicago, University of Chicago, Illinois Institute of Technology,
American Planning Association, Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, Chicago Botanical Gardens –
site visits to all their facilities
Problem asked to solve: How does a city serve its inhabitants? How does the urban tissue of the
past serve the residents of the future?
Learning Outcomes:
To see with ―designer eyes‖
To document the experience in 2-dimensional diagrams,
To collaborate with faculty and fellow students
Career Path or Connections to profession:
By the end of Chicago field trip at least 30% of students know what major of the 3 CAP majors
they wish to pursue. It is that powerful of an experience for most of them.

Department: Architecture
College: CAP
Title of Project: Nature Play: Responsible Design for Environmental Learning
A Building Better Communities Project, Fall 2012
Faculty Mentor: Pam Harwood

Number of Students Involved: 18
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: ID 495 / 695
Number of Credits: 3 credits
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Architecture, Landscape Architecture,
Interior Design, Elementary Education, Psychology, Pre-med Science
Describe the tangible outcome or product: The BBC project resulted in a master planning
document delivered to the Head Start community partner. This included: 1) a literature review
with research on children and nature play and the benefits associated with outdoor play in natural
environments, 2) a site inventory and analysis of the 8 acre site north of the Head Start school for
use as the nature playscape, 3) program development with user, client, and parent group input, 4)
precedent and case study research with the students having visited and selected 12 differing
natural learning environments across the US to compare 5) design analysis which included
simulation activities with the children and teachers at Head Start, pattern development, research
methodology of interviews, surveys, and observations, and the development of schematic design
alternatives, 6) a final master schematic design plan and model developed in a participatory
design and planning methodology. The schematic design was then used to apply for funding for
the project.
Who was/is the community partner: Head Start, a preschool program for low-income children
and families with +300 children
Location of community partner: Muncie, IN
What was the problem the group was asked to solve: Simply stated, the challenge was to
redesign the outdoor play environment of Head Start in a way in which to reconnect children to
nature. Research shows that children who play in and explore natural environments adapt
conservation and sustainability values as adults. Children regularly playing in a natural outdoor
environment are also more able to learn about their body‘s movements, overcome their fears and
release stress, increase self-esteem and self-belief, and use their imagination. This Building
Better Communities project explored an environmentally responsible design ethic with an
interdisciplinary student team leading to a final schematic design.
List the student learning outcomes:
 The BBC Fellows and Faculty Mentor will conduct a comprehensive literature review
and comparative case study analyses to build awareness, understanding, and ability in
designing this new model of a nature-based play and learning environment. An effort to
integrate and apply this emerging knowledge to the development of a nature-based play
environment in our community of Muncie will be a major goal of this project.
 This BBC Fellows project will pursue a user-centered, evidence-based design approach
through various active opportunities to observe and learn from the children at Head Start
as well as other preschool children at other learning environments. Participatory
observation of unstructured play in nature based environments with the Head Start
preschoolers may be organized by taking the children to natural play spaces such as:







Craddock Woods, Minnetrista Outdoor Learning Lab, Cooper Woods, and the
Whitewater Greenway. Additional simulation of environments (raised garden beds, sand
pit, and dirt digging area) may be orchestrated at Head Start on the existing site to better
understand children‘s affinity for natural play.
The BBC Fellows project will provide a site inventory and site analysis, and develop
client-centered programmatic needs for the nature-based play outdoor environment at
Head Start. Administration, teachers, parents, and children must be included and involved
in this process of determining goals and ideals of the outdoor play environment.
The BBC Fellows shall develop schematic design alternatives that will end in a master
plan document that assists faculty and administrators, and parents and children to be able
to work in an informed way with design professionals, especially landscape architects,
architects, engineers, and consultants, in the design implementation of the Head Start
nature-based play environment. The design process shall be as participatory as possible,
working with the teachers, staff, administration, parents, and children from Head Start as
well as the community members in the surrounding area of the preschool.
The BBC Fellows Project will provide students with learning competencies that better
prepare them for professional work. The participatory planning design ―charette‖ will
help fellows to understand the complexities of working in the real world where budgets,
liability concerns, differing viewpoints, and times schedules all come together. The BBC
Fellows will meet monthly with the Community Partner to update them as to their
progress in research, design, and development. Additional presentations will be made to
parent groups, school partners, community groups, design professionals, and academic
organizations.

Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.
An essential part of the assessment plan is to evaluate the opportunity for students to turn
academic knowledge into business solutions and to gain experience working in a business
setting. This goal will be assessed through regular communication with and among team
members and the Community Partners. The Faculty Mentor will conduct a weekly meeting to
assess the work contributions of the different teams. Selected team members will also
communicate and present to the Community Partner monthly, where an ―executive summary‖ of
their work for the month will be presented. The work will also be presented locally, regionally,
and nationally at conferences and other venues of interest. Finally, the Faculty Mentor will assist
students in creating a portfolio of their Building Better Communities Nature Play project that
clearly demonstrates specific skills and competencies gained.

Department: Architecture
College: CAP
Title of Project: Place and Event along the White River Greenway: WALK INDIANA

Part of the course (5 weeks) Cultural and Social Issues in Architecture
Faculty Mentor: Pam Harwood
Number of Students Involved: 48
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: ARCH 429, two sections
Number of Credits: 3 credits
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Architecture, Landscape Architecture,
Interior Design, Elementary Education, Psychology, Pre-med Science
Describe the tangible outcome or product: This project was done in 12 groups of 4 students,
randomly selected. A series of unique places, approximately .5 miles apart, along the White
River Greenway were pre-selected for each team to create a rich sensory, site-based, natural
installation to be a part of the annual quarter marathon (6.5 mile) Walk Indiana event. Each team
had to use their selected place to re-search, interpret, and re-present a temporary Installation in
the landscape that served to create a multi-sensory place in the environment. This ―place‖
responded to the climatic, contextual, and cultural attributes of the White River environs and
sought to engage the participants in a nature based art installation during Walk Indiana, held on
Saturday, September 8th.
Who was/is the community partner: WALK INDIANA, Cardinal Greenways, Director Angie
Poole
Location of community partner: Muncie, IN
What was the problem the group was asked to solve: The design challenge was to create a
memorable experience along the White River Greenway during the annual WALK INDIANA
that sought to have the participants consider the beauty and importance of this wonderful
walkway in Delaware County. Students had to research the social/cultural issues that are part of
the history of the natural environment of the historic White River and consider ways to foster
greater awareness and appreciation of the cultural and historic site along the river.
List the student learning outcomes:
 Teamwork and collaboration were the first learning outcomes realized. Students also had
to ask: ―How can our installation be a teaching tool?‖ This caused students to explore the
forces, values and attitudes to the natural, the built, and the human environment in which
this architectural intervention/installation is made.
 Students had to be keen observers of both people and place. What insights do you discern
from the complex set of phenomenon (air, wind, light, natural habitat, human habitat,
e.g.) that comprises this particular ‗place‘ in the world and that will have an impact on
your project? As a design problem, a set of issues and questions are embedded in the
environment in which you are to work. Begin then, by exploring ‗place‘ in context, with
context as a repository of meaning. Train your eyes and ears to search outwards and to



discern order out of complexity. As Jorn Utzon has suggested, ―nature is a spatial
workshop.‖
Finally, students had to explore the ―seven senses of architecture,‖ and were held
accountable to how their installation engaged a multi-sensory experience including:
1) Aural perception, ”acoustic intimacy” (hearing): voices, sounds (man-made and
natural)
2) Olfactory perception, “space of scent” (smelling odors, pleasant smells): people,
place, environment, materials
3) Tactile perception, “the shape of touch” (touching): man-made and natural materials
4) Haptic perception, “bodily identification” (sensing kinesthetically): experiencing
space as you move through it, gravity, weight, depth orientation of up, down, in, out,
positional awareness
5) Corporeal perception, “image of muscle and bone” (body movements): approaching,
entering, opening, closing, walking, sitting, rising, falling, skeletal frame
6) Taste perception, “taste of architecture‖ (oral sensations): materials sensed by the
tongue
7) Sight perception, ―ocularcentric‖ (visual sensations): sensing through the eyes of the
skin

Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.
The project made the students more aware of the importance of place and people in their design
process. They had to interview walkers, bikers, and other users of the greenway in preparation
for their project installation. They had to work with the environmental forces and since it rained
heavily the night before the Walk Indiana, it was a testament to their planning and preparedness
in the end. They also had to work with a real ―client‖ and make certain that their installations did
not impede the flow of movement, pose any safety concern or hazard, and provided a joyful
expression of nature for the walker!

Department: Architecture
College: CAP
Title of Project: The Ultimate Junior Volleyball Club facility
Faculty Mentor: Joe Bilello, Professor
Number of Students Involved: 3
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: AR600
Number of Credits: 3

Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: architecture
Describe the tangible outcome or product: 3 designs of an ultimate club volleyball facility
produced by CAP graduate students in consultation with the CEO, CFO, co-owners, coaches,
and staff of the Munciana Volleyball facility
Who was/is the community partner? Munciana Volleyball Club
What was the problem the group was asked to solve? Create a new design for a volleyball
facility that works for both training and events; that facilitates excellent play and spectatorship;
and a facility that can be transferable to other volleyball clubs nationally
List the student learning outcomes.
How to work with a real client on a real design problem with both practical and aesthetic drivers
to programming
How to work with members of a client group driven by money concerns and provide them
optimal design vision;
How to protect your rights to the design
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.
Explained above

Department: Architecture
College: Architecture and Planning
Title of Project: Solar Decathlon
Faculty Mentor: Michele Chiuini
Number of Students Involved: 9
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: ARCH 601
Number of Credits: 6
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented:
(Architecture, landscape architecture, construction management, interior design and Family &
Consumer Science), from the University of Louisville and the University of Kentucky
(engineering).

Describe the tangible outcome or product:

Who was/is the community partner? US Department of Energy
Location of community partner (City, State, and County)
What was the problem the group was asked to solve?
List the student learning outcomes.
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.

Department: Urban Planning
College: Architecture and Planning
Title of Project: Cole Noble Eco District, Indianapolis
Faculty Mentor: Bruce Race, FAIA, FAICP, Assoc. Professor of Practice
Number of Students Involved: (7) The core team included seven planning students interacted
with community. The planning students were mentored by architecture graduate students that
prepared a similar plan the year before. (3)
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: PLAN 404, PLAN 504
Number of Credits: 6
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Urban Planning, Architecture
Describe the tangible outcome or product:
The students prepared a planning report demonstrating design concepts resulting in zero energy,
water and greenhouse gas emissions. The report is accessible to community partners via the
www.nd20.org website.
Who was/is the community partner?




Nature Conservancy
http://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/regions/northamerica/unitedstates/indiana/index.htm
Indianapolis DMD http://www.indy.gov/egov/city/dmd/Pages/home.aspx
Milhaus Development http://www.milhausdevelopment.com/

What was the problem the group was asked to solve?
The students focused on a district comprised of approximately 12.5 blocks south of the
Lockerbie Square Historic District. The studio‘s objective is to demonstrate how this visible and
well-placed district can be transformed into a contemporary sustainable, vibrant and livable
neighborhood.
List the student learning outcomes.
To understand:




How to prepare sustainable (net zero) urban design frameworks for buildings and infrastructure;
Conceptual development of urban street and building types; and
How to measure sustainability indicators.

Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.
The students learned how to take the initiative to develop an overall planning framework and
detailed block plans that demonstrated sustainable design strategies. They worked with local
planners and advocates to establish baseline inventory and business as usual calculations for
GHG emissions. They prepared net zero plans that met comprehensive sustainability targets.
They presented the strategies at two meetings with project partners.

Department: Architecture
College: Architecture and Planning
Title of Project: Boeing – Second Life
Faculty Mentor: Harry Eggink
Number of Students Involved: 12
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: ARCH 601
Number of Credits: 6
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Architecture and Boeing aeronautical
engineers.
Describe the tangible outcome or product: The tangible outcome is an exhibit of their work that
will be at the Boeing Flight Museum in Everett Washington the spring of 2013. In addition,
Eggink will be giving a talk at the Future Flight Museum in Everett Washington. This project
will also be presented at the 2013 Faculty/Student symposium. Further outcomes can happen but

future classes need to be coordinated.
Who was/is the community partner? Boeing in Everett, Washington
What was the problem the group was asked to solve? Utilizing Boeing 747‘s for another purpose
– recycling old airplanes into salvageable facilities.
List the student learning outcomes.



Sustainable concept of Second Life – finding materials that they would turn into a second
life.
Learned how airplanes work and are put together– via plant tour lead by aeronautical
engineers.
Learned to disassemble an airplane and how to rework the parts into usable items.
Discussion and research into solutions for repurposing 747‘s.
Potential for creation of future businesses.





Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.

Architecture was taken to another level and students learned to solve problems dealing with
disasters. One example of the experience defining career path, is of a graduate student who is
writing a thesis about mobile air rescue units which can fly into an area almost immediately after
being hit by a natural disaster and set up triage units. This would provide a much faster response
time than traditional methods.
Another student is researching the use of the airplane engine in forest fire situations. The engine
can with stand high amounts of heat. By repurposing this part, they can be dropped into the fire
where firefighters are working to provide a safe haven in case the fighter becomes surrounded by
the fire.
Additionally, a student is researching flying the old planes into small villages within Africa, then
dissembling and rearranging the parts to be used to set up schools.
Yet another student is looking into having the decommissioned planes land in Indianapolis to be
disassembled and have parts recycled into usable products such as furniture, flooring, etc.

Department: MUD (lead)/Historic Preservation/Landscape Architecture/Urban Planning
College: CAP
Title of Project: CCIC Industrial Area Charrette–Ball State with visiting students from Kent
State University.

Faculty Mentor: Bruce Race (lead), Brad Beaubien (lead), Vera Adams, Cynthia Brubaker,
Simon Bussiere,
Number of Students Involved: 20 CAP, 8 KSU
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: UD 501/503/561, other landscape architecture and
historic preservation studios
Number of Credits: 4
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Urban Design, Urban Planning,
Historic Preservation, Landscape Architecture, Architecture
Describe the tangible outcome or product: Reinvestment plan for large industrial center and
adjacent neighborhood
Who was/is the community partner? The National Bank of Indianapolis, East 10th Street Civic
Association, Indianapolis, Marion County, IN
What was the problem the group was asked to solve?
How to adaptively use a large industrial center and create a redevelopment plan for adjacent
industrial district
List the student learning outcomes.
How to engage stakeholder groups; analyze existing historic industrial buildings and
underutilized urban industrial districts; plan for transit; and prepare graphics for marketing the
industrial center and adjacent area
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.
Hands-on experience in meeting facilitation and ―active listening‖; working with real client
(bank and community); and technical analysis, plan preparation and implementation strategies
for revitalization project

Department: Department of Architecture
College: Architecture and Planning
Title of Project: Mixed-Used Development Project for the University of Saint Francis in Fort
Wayne, Indiana, in the context of the Indiana Concrete Masonry Association Competition
(ICMA) 2013
Faculty Mentor: Antonieta Angulo, Kevin Klinger, Dustin Headley, Josh Vermillion, and Dan
Woodfin
Number of Students Involved: 76
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: ARCH202, all sections
Number of Credits: 4
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Architecture majors pursuing a wide
variety of minors and/or areas of emphasis (design build, digital design, sustainability, etc.). Few
students pursuing double majors.
Describe the tangible outcome or product:
The outcome of this project was a vast number of design ideas for a design solution that the
community of Fort Wayne, the user and client of the project (University of Saint Francis), and
the ICMA may regard as comprehensive, fitting, and inspiring to their own specific requirements

as follows:





Fulfill the programmatic needs of the project according to client and users‘ requirements.
Satisfy the broader context of the city of Fort Wayne and the community aspirations for
the redevelopment and revitalization of the downtown.
Apply concrete masonry as the project‘s primary building material. Students should
envision material uses that are consistent with the expression and nature of this material.
Introduce passive day lighting as a first step to develop a high performance building, with
an emphasis on simple, sustainable solutions.

The outcome is represented as a collection of drawings, models, and narratives that describe the
design content of each of the 70+ design projects. In a blind review process a jury selected six
projects as winners in this ICMA competition. Last May these students presented their projects
to the client and the community of Fort Wayne, representing BSU and our sophomore collective.
Who was/is the community partner? This project counted with the advice of many individuals
representing the community of Fort Wayne: Rich Bienz (Finance and Operations, University of
Saint Francis), Jim Hoch (Hoch Associates), Karl Bandemer (Alliance –Ft. Wayne County
Economic Development), and John Urbahns (Community Development Division of Ft. Wayne).
Members of the blind jury in the ICMA competition were also CAP alumni, architects from
firms established in Fort Wayne, among them: Ron Dick, Dick Moake, Andy Mitchell, Jim
Hoch, and Gary Voirol.
What was the problem the group was asked to solve?
The problem space was multidisciplinary. A variety of professionals provided problem
interpretations. The students‘ task consisted in the design a mixed-used project in the city of Fort
Wayne, Indiana. The project included the following general uses: (1) new student housing for
the University of Saint Francis, (2) apartments for lease, (3) local retail for the downtown area,
and (4) garage parking. The project site was a city block located in downtown Fort Wayne
surrounded by the following streets: Berry Street at the south, Main Street at the north, Fairfield
Avenue at the west, and Ewing Street at the east. This lot belongs to the University of Saint
Francis that acting as client/user, expressed interest on the development of their own student
housing in downtown and included other uses that would make this development fitting to the
location and proximity with their Performing Arts Center (also known as the Scottish Rite
Center)
List the student learning outcomes: The students demonstrated the abilities to:
 Generate appropriate design ideas or concepts and relevant design strategies to realize the
design according to these ideas.
 Analyze architectural aspects of relevant precedents and definition of findings.
 Programming for initial use and flexible life span of a building.
 Apply recommendations for effective accessibility, view, circulation, climate
responsiveness, and expression. Also, apply methods for the assessment of their
effectiveness.
 Define aesthetically pleasing spatial qualities.






Understand and apply CMU as important material in the project
Produce design diagrams, create drawings/ renderings/ digital and physical models
Presentation and explanation of the design projects through review sessions.
Buildup of team work skills, leadership and collaboration through the development of
group efforts.

Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry:
Students have been made aware about the implications of the design and development of actual
projects and how these projects involve the participation of different project agents as clients,
users and communities, among others. Through realistic opinions translated in objectives,
requirements, constraints and possible solutions, the students were able to realize how important
the role of the architect is in the development of the building itself and the city that contains the
building. They understood the impact of the design project in the lives of direct users and the
community that interacts with it. They have also understood about collaboration, negotiation, and
connection with the members of the profession for the design of their projects. They have
ultimately understood the implications, efforts and rewards, in the process of following this
professional path.

Department: MUD
Title of Project: Indianapolis Regional Center
Faculty Mentor: Bruce Race
Number of Students Involved: 8 MUD, 1 MURP
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: UD 501/503
Number of Credits: 4
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Urban Design, Urban Planning
Describe the tangible outcome or product: Reinvestment plan for large industrial center and
adjacent neighborhood
Who was/is the community partner? Department of Metropolitan Development, Indianapolis
Downtown Inc., Mayor‘s Office of Sustainability, local professional mentors, Indianapolis,
Marion County, IN
What was the problem the group was asked to solve?
Identify urban design policy issues and develop a plan that addresses them

List the student learning outcomes.
How to engage stakeholder groups; urban design analysis; development of design and policy
options; preparation of comprehensive urban design solutions for selected topic and location
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.
Hands-on experience in meeting facilitation and ―active listening‖; working with real client
(DMD, IDI, DWP); and technical analysis, plan preparation and implementation strategies for
revitalization project

Students presenting their ideas about the Indianapolis Regional Center.

Department: Architecture

College: CAP
Title of Project: Modeling Urban Form: Expressions of the Operational State of Design-ForSustainability
Faculty Mentor: Robert J. Koester, AIA, LEED AP
Number of Students Involved: 16
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: ARCH 402
ID 495 736
ID 695 736
Number of Credits:

6 or 3

Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Architecture
Interior Design
Finance
NREM
Economics
Describe the tangible outcome or product:

Booklet Materials and Videos

Who was/is the community partner?

Academy for Sustainability

What was the problem the group was asked to solve?
As a rule students do not have the opportunity to interact readily with those of other disciplines.
And so they cannot bring to bear their respective disciplinary experience and knowledge in
support of design-for-sustainability. The intent of this BBC project is to capitalize on the
contributions of multiple disciplines.
However, erasing a disciplinary boundary in and of itself is not a task that can be attacked
directly. Rather there needs to be a common lens through which each disciplinary skill-set can be
revealed. That lens for this project will be a prototype urban building system that is detailed
sufficiently to enable students to hit the ground running as they develop alternative expressions
of built form that can respond to selected social, economic and environmental constraints.
Without such cross-disciplinary participation, designers, especially, are limited in their ability to
project the tributary resourcing and correlated impacts that are fundamental to any development
for human settlement.
Modeling of urban form is an opportunity to test the potential effect/influence of social,
economic and/or environmental constraints in the development of built form. As so nobly cited
by David Orr, architecture (and by extension its urban form) is a crystalized pedagogy. The
configuration, workings, and enjoyment of buildings within the larger urban construct which are
the sources of indigenous identity the world over, have been the very magnets for vacationing

and ecotourism, and provide the touchstones for imagining the next waves of development
of urban form specific to social, economic and environmental factors in design-for-sustainability.
List the student learning outcomes.
The students became versed in:








the complexity of design-for-sustainability,
the challenges of working across disciplinary lines (learning to speak the language of
others),
the bounding of the collaborative decision space at differing scales,
the bounding of the collaborative decision space with differing evaluative criteria, and
the discovery of the distinction between problem-solutions and value-creations in the
design activity, and
the timeliness of applying such holistic thinking to the significant social, economic, and
environmental
challenges of achieving the long-term sustainability of culture, its artifacts and the natural
world,


Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.
Student Value:
The student value builds from the expected learning outcomes but especially from the day-to-day
interaction with cohorts of differing disciplines; whose language/jargon is unique to their area of
study, who will be challenged to translate, communicate or otherwise interact with those of other
backgrounds and interests; in ways that support the larger mission of each of the subset teams
and most importantly the class overall.
Institutional Value:
The institutional value of this enterprise is self-evident. The opportunity to work toward the
common goal of shaping an imagined ‗model‘ of urban form that is designed to achieve a
sustainable operational state will yield a unique product for future use by the Client/Community
Partner – the Academy for Sustainability. This modeling will be used to cross-compare and
illustrate opportunities for design interventions in the existing cities and towns of Indiana.
Participants will be able to use the visual imagery and narrative reporting of the students as a
foundation for moving the information forward. This will likely include longer-term model
development and the cultivation of articles, research proposals, papers, and community
presentations. It may well enable the Academy for Sustainability to secure substantial external
funding with the goal of transitioning from its current status as a Knowledge Group (KG)
to a more fully-supported Knowledge Unit (KU) with operational budget and staffing.

Department: Urban Planning
College: CAP
Title of Project: NAIOP-Indiana University Real Estate Challenge
Faculty Mentor: Bruce Frankel
Number of Students Involved: 6
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: PLAN 490
Number of Credits: 3
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: BUPD, RED, SUST
Describe the tangible outcome or product: 83-page report, PowerPoint, boards and 3-D printer
model presented to an audience of 106 commercial land developers and professionals in
Indianapolis, winning a 56% majority vote as the best response to the challenge on the CocaCola Factory adaptive reuse on Massachusetts Avenue in Indianapolis.
Who was/is the community partner? NAIOP-IN + a myriad of other partners, including the City
of Indianapolis
What was the problem the group was asked to solve? Feasibility of a public sector-acceptable
adaptive reuse plan. Critical were an acceptable relocation of the current IPS bus facility and a
dense [FAR of 4.0 or greater] mixed-use to induce a City TIF.
List the student learning outcomes. Learning from an interdisciplinary group of mentors in the
fields of land development/ redevelopment, appraisal, economic development, banking, public
bonding, affordable housing, retail marketing, residential marketing, tax increment and credit
financing, etc.
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry. Based on last year‘s results, all 6 participants received job offers in the
field of real estate development. This year‘s results waiting, but I have provided testimonials in
such a job search.

Department: Department of Urban Planning
College: College of Architecture and Planning
Title of Project: South-Central Neighborhood Action Plan

Faculty Mentor: Lisa M. Dunaway, LEED AP
Number of Students Involved: 25
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: PLAN 302
Number of Credits: 4
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: 1
Describe the tangible outcome or product: The South-Central Neighborhood Action Plan (SCNAP) is a
citizen-generated policy regarding the future of the neighborhood, and contains initiatives that are
developed by the residents of the neighborhood. The SCNAP falls under the umbrella of the Muncie
Action Plan, which is a strategic guide for the city to create an action agenda for the future. Also
produced was the SCNAP Handbook, a document to aid citizen planners when they begin to enact
initiatives from the Action Plan.
Who was/is the community partner? Christian Development Corporation, South-Central Neighborhood
Association
Location of community partner (City, State, and County) Muncie, IN, Delaware
What was the problem the group was asked to solve? Create a neighborhood action plan for community
partners in South-Central Muncie.
List the student learning outcomes.
1. Students will be able to inventory an urban neighborhood.
2. Students will be able to identify issues in a neighborhood.
3. Students will be able to perform a neighborhood survey.
4. Students will be able to perform key person interviews.
5. Students will be able to prepare a neighborhood plan.
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a profession or
industry.
Over the course of the semester, the students‘ knowledge of planning grew to include such skills as public
speaking, professional report writing, and survey creation. They also discovered many sources of
information that are helpful to community development including making connections with local
organizations, researching grant opportunities, and the importance of establishing relationships within a
community. An important take away from the project is that students learned the interdependence of the
built and social environments, a lesson that will stay with them for the rest of their professional career.

Department: Urban Planning
College: CAP
Title of Project: Riggin Farm Redevelopment
Faculty Mentor: Bruce Frankel
Number of Students Involved: 5
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: PLAN 629 Planning Analysis Studio
Number of Credits: 3
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: MURP, RED
Describe the tangible outcome or product: 26-page report, PowerPoint, and boards presented to
an audience of the Muncie-Delaware Chamber of Commerce, Muncie-Delaware Area Plan
Commission, and associated staff, and receiving enthusiastic approval of the plan as expressed
by Jay Julian in the service learning experience. Julian indicated that he will approach investors
in the plan.
Who was/is the community partner? Muncie-Delaware Chamber of Commerce
What was the problem the group was asked to solve? A demonstrated feasible and positive
impact redevelopment of the defunct Riggin Dairy Farm, siting on 414 acres just north of
Muncie and adjoining the airport and CSX rail.
List the student learning outcomes. Application of methods acquired in studio and other courses,
and centered on development feasibility and impact, as well as supportive public policies. The
students framed an innovative concept in ―separation subdivision‖ whereby estate homes [20]
own shares in a ‗backyard‖ vineyard, merging agrarian and residential uses. The entire plan
amalgamated four transects: nature preserve, agricultural/ rural, suburban and urban.
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry. These are first-year graduate students with career ambitions in urban
design, planning and real estate development, now honed by contact with area professionals.

Department: Urban Planning
College: Architecture and Planning
Title of Project: Site Planning – 46th and College, Indianapolis

Faculty Mentor: Vera Adams, Assistant Professor
Number of Students Involved: 16
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: PLAN201
Number of Credits: 4
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Planning
Describe the tangible outcome or product:
16 alternative site development plans for 1 acre block at College Avenue and 46th Street in the
Tax Increment Financing district recently approved by city and neighborhood groups
1 memo discussing and recommending parking solutions
Who was/is the community partner? Meridian Kessler Neighborhood Association
What was the problem the group was asked to solve? Illustrate options for urban infill new use
for 1 acre empty lot, mitigated brown field in TIF District
Develop parking options including shared, parking district and permits parking options as
requested by neighborhood representatives.
List the student learning outcomes.
To develop and practice good site planning process
To understand the urban context and its pattern of lot, block district and neighborhood
To practice teamwork and collaboration
To understand the impact of access (transportation/parking on neighborhood
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.
Students met with neighborhood association members, and Planning Department staff
concerning planning and development project. Both of these groups play major roles in planning
and development and will be ever present in student‘s future as a planner or developer.

Department: Architecture
College: Architecture
Title of Project: 2013 Solar Decathlon

Faculty Mentor: Michele Chiuini
Number of Students Involved: 18
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: ARCH 601
Number of Credits: 5
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Architecture, Landscape Architecture,
Interior Design, Construction Management, Communications
Describe the tangible outcome or product: Design Development deliverable of solar house
prototype; computer-animated walkthrough; renderings; Project Manual; construction cost
estimate.
Who was/is the community partner? Department of Energy
Location of community partner (City, State, and County) Washington D.C.
What was the problem the group was asked to solve? Design. build and operate a solar house
List the student learning outcomes. Interdisciplinary design collaboration; photovoltaic energy;
green design; media outreach
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry. Students learn about innovative products, construction methods, meet
industry sponsors and government officials, professionals in a variety of fields

Department: Architecture
College: Architecture and Planning
Title of Project: ecoREHAB
Faculty Mentor: Jonathan Spodek
Number of Students Involved: 10
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: ARCH 498C/598C
Number of Credits: 3
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Architecture. But involved issues of

low income housing, community development, neighborhood planning.
Describe the tangible outcome or product: Rehabilitation of 511 W. Main Street Design-Build
Project for low/moderate income housing
Who was/is the community partner? City of Muncie, Department of Community Development,
(Muncie, Delaware County, Indiana) ecoREHAB of Muncie, Inc. Housing Non-Profit
Organization, (Muncie, Delaware County, Indiana)
What was the problem the group was asked to solve?
511 W Main Street was an identified as vacant and abandoned by the City of Muncie. Working
with ecoREHAB of Muncie, Inc., students help define and execute rehabilitation of this house
for resale to qualified homeowner.511 W Main Street was an identified as vacant and abandoned
by the City of Muncie. Working with ecoREHAB of Muncie, Inc., students help define and
execute rehabilitation of this house for resale to income qualified homeowner. Important design
issues were affordability, energy efficiency, and collaborative design.
List the student learning outcomes.





Awareness and integration of strategies for energy efficiency on low cost housing
rehab
Understand the role of HUD, local government, and integrated support systems in
place to develop housing programs for underserved populations.
Demonstrate classroom knowledge of building technology, design, and sustainable
construction in a ―real world‖ project.
Excite others with success stories of participatory design/built that is visibly changing
communities.

Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.
The focus of student learning is the applications of skills helping Muncie achieve the triple
bottom line. Students participate in all aspects of the process as developer, designer,
construction manager and craftsman. This program helps student better understand the people
and roles of development in which they will be involved post-graduation.

Department: Urban Planning
College: College of Architecture and Planning
Title of Project: Urban Agriculture Symposium

Faculty Mentor: Scott Truex
Number of Students Involved: 20
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: PLAN 498/598 – Spring Semester 2013
Number of Credits: 3
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented:
Landscape Architecture, Urban Planning, Historic Preservation, Natural Resources
Describe the tangible outcome or product:
- Provided case studies research of urban agriculture initiatives in other US cities ;
- Developed food production calculations for the nine MAP neighborhood districts;
- Built demonstration projects associated with urban gardening in an urban setting.
Who was/is the community partner? Muncie Urban Gardening Initiative & Muncie Action Plan
Neighborhood Council
What was the problem the group was asked to solve? Determine the role of urban agriculture in
food production and urban agriculture capacity to address food desserts, health and obesity issues
and environmental impacts in urban areas.
List the student learning outcomes.











Students will gain knowledge of urban agriculture by sharing in-depth information from
research and investigation of urban agriculture initiatives in cities in the US and
globally;
Students will gain an understanding of the global food system and the issues facing
individuals, families, communities and countries as they address hunger and food
security issues;
Students will examine innovative examples of urban agriculture projects, policies and
programs, through field trips, presentations and conversations with people active in
community urban agriculture and food production;
Students will explore urban agriculture's potential for community building and
increasing food security in low income communities;
Students will gain an understating of the variety of different sectors such as designers,
planners, developers, builders, social housing agencies, educators who are involved in
urban agriculture;
Students will engage directly with Muncie community leaders through a “green summit”
and the development of projects based on interaction and engagement.



Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.

Exposed them to the growing opportunities to be engaged in urban agriculture as a vocation and
the professional organization involved.

Department: Indianapolis Center
College: College of Architecture and Planning
Title of Project: Reconnecting to our Waterways
Faculty Mentor: Brad Beaubien
Number of Students Involved: 4
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: NONE
Number of Credits: 0
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Masters of Urban Design
Describe the tangible outcome or product:
Presentation, report, and website outlining a variety of ideas for achieving the goals of the
Reconnecting to Our Waterways initiative.
Who was/is the community partner? Keep Indianapolis Beautiful; Eli Lilly and Company
Location of community partner: Indianapolis, Indiana, Marion County
What was the problem the group was asked to solve?
The portion of the project students were involved in was a design charrette, where they worked
among teams to analyze specific waterways in Indianapolis and brainstorm short, medium, and
long-range projects that would address the goals of the Reconnecting to Our Waterways
initiative. These ideas were to jump start the Initiative public process as well as help identify
projects for the 2012 Lilly Day of Service.
List the student learning outcomes.
Participate in, and facilitate, interdisciplinary teams of neighborhood stakeholders, design
professionals, City of Indianapolis staff, and technical experts.
Identify potential project areas along identified waterways using site analysis techniques.
Develop site-specific design interventions that address the Reconnecting to Our Waterways goals
and technical elements.

Synthesize community input and design ideas into an overall story and waterway improvement
strategy.
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.
The students were exposed to a range of non-profit leaders, neighborhood leaders, design
professionals, City officials, and technical experts that provided a breadth of backgrounds and
experiences relevant to urban design. They were also pushed into facilitation and leadership
positions as they helped organize their teams‘ ideas, coordinate a strategy, and develop a
presentation.

Department: Landscape Architecture
College: Architecture and Planning
Title of Project: Living Sustainably within the Atlantic Rainforest of Brazil Summer Study
Abroad
Faculty Mentor: John Motloch
Number of Students Involved: 16 Ball State degree seeking students + 4 University of Texas at
El Paso students enrolled in BSU courses + 30 students pursuing degrees at the Pontifical
University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil (PUCRS).
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: 16 Ball State degree seeking students + 4
University of Texas at El Paso students were enrolled in two BSU courses:
 LA498: International Sustainable Development (3 credit hours)
 LA498: Regenerative Systems (3 credit hours)

Number of Credits: 6 Credit Hours total
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Architecture, landscape architecture,
urban planning, communications, natural resources, communications, marketing, engineering
(students pursuing degrees from UTEP). One BSU student from natural resources and
environmental management participated but was not enrolled in classes. Students from PUCRS
were all architecture students.
Describe the tangible outcome or product: BSU students worked with Brazilian students,
scientists, wise-men, and residents to learn to live within, and help regenerate, the Atlantic

Rainforest. They learned about ecosystem regeneration and sustainable development; how
unsustainable development threatens Earth‘s most valued ecosystems, and how development can
be more regenerative. Students participated in rainforest regeneration activities; engaged in
master planning and design at an existing sustainability research center; deconstructed a
vernacular building made from local earth-based and fiber-based materials; and completed the
majority of an abandoned wood framed building using local earth-, fiber-, and waste-based
materials. This included harvesting, baking, varnishing and building with bamboo grown onsite. This prototype is seen as a built-site ―seed‖ or for replacing the trend of degenerative
engagement in the rainforest biogeographic region with a new regenerative trend.
Who was/is the community partner? The Iracambi Rainforest Research and Conservation
Institute
What was the problem the group was asked to solve? Help Iracambi promote regeneration of the
Atlantic Forest of Brazil by identifying more sustainable development strategies.
List the student learning outcomes.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Students developed their understanding of sustainable development as innovation that
addresses human needs in ways that facilitate whole-system co-adaptation and
regeneration of system bio-capacity
Students developed their ability to function within international teams committed to
the innovation and co-adaptation for a sustainable/regenerative future
Students learned to emulate ecological models to provide eco-balance and
regeneration of system health and bio-capacity; and thereby to ‗live within‘ the
systems they help create
Students learned about net-zero or net-positive solutions (energy, water, food, etc.)
Students learned to integrate technologies and make decisions informed by
complexity science that seek to optimize whole system performance.
Students learned to design integrated water-wastewater-energy-food-buildinglandscape systems

Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry. This project helped student add trans-disciplinary and cross-cultural
layers to the disciplinary expertise that they have gained through their years in higher education.
It positioned them as emerging thought leaders in the changes that will occur in virtually every
discipline as global societies shift from their reductive science approaches to complexity science
strategies and from destructive to regenerative system engagement.

Department: Department of Landscape Architecture
College: College of Architecture and Planning

Title of Project: Design Week
Faculty Mentor: Jody Rosenblatt-Naderi and Department of Landscape Architecture faculty.
Number of Students Involved:
each)

143 BLA and/or MLA students (13 student teams of 11 students

Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: All Landscape Architecture design studios
participated
Number of Credits: Design Week occurred as part of the students‘ semester coursework rather
than as a credit hour addition to their courses
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Undergraduate and Graduate
Landscape Architecture
Describe the tangible outcome or product:
•
•

12 CMPBS panels
Student team-generated analysis of the White River through Muncie as viewed through
each of the CMPBS lenses
• Student team-generated visioning
o Overall vision of the potential of the White River to transform Muncie
o Visions of the potential of the 11 zones of the White River to transform Muncie
• Resources for publication in progress
o Maps and drawings
o Photos and video
o Scans of all products produced by teams (organized in folders)
o Continuing projects in several landscape architecture design studios
o
Who was/is the community partner? City of Muncie
Location of community partner: Muncie, Indiana, Delaware County
What was the problem the group was asked to solve? Optimizing the potential of the White
River through Muncie.
List the student learning outcomes. Learning outcomes varied with each design studio.
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.



The experience exposed students to the kaleidoscopic summary of lenses through which
the Center for Maximum Potential Building Systems (CMPBS) envisions and
understands projects.
Students benefitted from exploring how the lenses might be used to move from the
present state to a more sustainable future … and to better understand the potential of, and





alternative futures for, the White River through Muncie.
Students learned from lectures by Tom Ryan (Pre-Design Week speaker), Pliny Fisk
(Design Week Practitioner), and the Practitioners Panel that included Pliny Fisk, CoDirector, Center for Maximum Potential Building Systems; Tom Swinford, Central
Regional Ecologist, Division of Nature Preserves Central Region, DNR; Meg Storrow,
principal and co-founder of Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc. (SKA), Indianapolis; and
Chris Tomsic, Water Resources Engineer/Stream Restoration Specialist , Flatland
Resources, LLC.
Students also benefitted from working with outside reviewers and resource people,
community leaders, university administrators, diverse CAP and other BSU faculty, and
practitioners to develop the students‘ abilities to communicate with the key audiences
with whom they will interact as landscape architecture design professionals

Department: Landscape Architecture
College: College of Architecture and Planning
Title of Project:
Faculty Mentor:

Appletree YMCA Early Learning Center
Jody Rosenblatt Naderi

Number of Students Involved: 4 enrolled. 10 participated on earth day
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: 310/598
Number of Credits: 4
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: landscape architecture and careerchange
Describe the tangible outcome or product: design, bid documents, bid assistance, construction of
forest. Final report submitted to client included all activities and final assessment.
Who was/is the community partner? Ball Brother Foundation, YMCA, steering committee with
stakeholders, teachers, biologists, maintenance personnel
What was the problem the group was asked to solve? How to create a forest kindergarten early
learning center based on 2 years of BSU design research at the Appletree YMCA back yard site.
List the student learning outcomes.
Be able to support a client through design process using evidence-based research performance

goals
Be able to provide bidding and materials location support for reforestation projects.
Identify the characteristics of outdoor learning centers that utilize ―all weather‖ approach to early
childhood learning
Be able to schedule and install reforestation event that is coincident with earth day celebrations.
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.
The new way of designing outdoor classrooms using research in forestry, early childhood
development and playground/classroom design helped students understand the important
leadership role that they can play as landscape architects in transformative school design in early
childhood locations.

Department: Department of Landscape Architecture
College: College of Architecture and Planning
Title of Project: New Middletown USA
Faculty Mentor: German Cruz and Bo Zhang
Number of Students Involved: 34
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled:
Number of Credits:
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented:
Describe the tangible outcome or product:
One hundred and seventeen pages of ideas, such as a fountain tower at Ind. 332 and Nebo Road
and sending Ind. 332 underneath an elongated roundabout and park at the highway‘s congested
intersection with Bethel Avenue and Chadam and Clara lanes. A sign on the underpass would
welcome motorists to Muncie. Other ideas in the plan include construction of a housing-office
project adjacent to the Muncie Mall; installation of artwork by local artists at McGalliard Road
and the Muncie Bypass; a fountain in the center of the Jackson Street-Morrison Road roundabout
as well as constructed wetlands with an overlook; construction of a forest, prairie and
observation tower at the bypass and Memorial Drive; a sculpture of a cardinal in the median of
Ind. 332 and a glass welcome sign on a limestone base.

Who was/is the community partner? City of Muncie, Indiana, Delaware County
What was the problem the group was asked to solve?
List the student learning outcomes.
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.

Department: Landscape Architecture
College: CAP
Title of Project: Monon/Fall Creek Neighborhood Park Design Studies
Faculty Mentor: Malcolm Cairns and Bo Zhang
Number of Students Involved: 30
Course Number in Which Students Enrolled: LA 202
Number of Credits: 4
Different Disciplines by Student Participants Represented: Landscape Architecture
Describe the tangible outcome or product: Design studies for 2 potential neighborhood park sites
in Indianapolis
Who was/is the community partner? Indianapolis Parks Department
Location of community partner (City, State, and County)

Indianapolis, Indiana, Marion

What was the problem the group was asked to solve?
Problem was to ascertain community/neighborhood needs for the transformation of 2 brownfield
sites in the Martindale/Brightwood neighborhood of Indianapolis, and to develop design
proposals which addressed the needs and the unique site conditions.
List the student learning outcomes.
Increased abilities to work with planning and design clients
Experiences with group design and charrette-mode design and planning work (sketch, critical
thinking)
Ability to listen to divergent client groups (in this case, parks staff, not for profit representative,

CDC staff) and determine best course of design direction.
Describe how the experience helped students define a career path or make connections to a
profession or industry.
Illustrated project development, project programming through discussion/negotiation, rather than
external provision of set program elements. Refined student appreciation for project presentation
skills with external client.

Indiana Concrete Masonry Association
For about 45 years, students in the College of Architecture and Planning have produced building
projects as entries for a competition sponsored by the Indiana Concrete Masonry Association.
This year, Ball State coordinated with Saint Francis and the Fort Wayne Community
Development Division to design a mixed-use space at the site across from the University Saint
Francis Performing Arts Center, formerly the Scottish Rite.
More than 75 students entered the contest and the top finishers were selected to present their
projects Friday, April 26, 2013. Kevin Miller, a sophomore architecture student won first place
in the competition. Joel Sterling, won second place and Scott Chriss won third place.
Receiving honorable mentions from the jury were Christine Mitchell, Austin Zehr, and Molly
Smith. Antonieta Angulo, Kevin Klinger, Dustin Headley, Josh Vermillion, and Dan
Woodfin were their faculty mentors. Jury members included were; Ron Dick, Design
Collaborative, Inc., Jim Hoch, Hoch Associates, Gary Voriol, MSKTD & Associates, Inc.,
Dick Moake, The Moake Park Group, and Andrew Mitchell, Morrison Kattman Menze, Inc.
This event was featured in the Fort Wayne Journal Gazette on April 27, 2013.

Michelle Davies | The Journal Gazette
Kevin Miller, a sophomore architecture student, discusses his
winning model during a presentation at the Performing Arts Center

in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Solar Decathlon
CAP students worked with their peers from the University of Louisville and University of
Kentucky to build the nation's best solar-powered house in the 2013 Solar Decathlon sponsored
by the U.S. Department of Energy. The faculty members working with this group are Michele
Chiuini and Walter Grondzik.
Solar Decathlon challenges collegiate teams to design, build and operate solar-powered houses
that are cost-effective, energy-efficient and attractive. Throughout the two-year process, the
teams will design, construct and test their homes before reassembling them at the 2013
competition site, Orange County Great Park in Irvine, Calif. The winner of the competition is
the team that best blends affordability, consumer appeal, and design excellence with optimal
energy production and maximum efficiency.

Rendering of the Phoenix House provided by TeamKentuckiana
Design Week – a tradition in the Department of Landscape Architecture

Over 150 students, 30 faculty and 10 visiting reviewers from multiple disciplines participated in
one of the most successful design week projects ever. The study focused on the future of the
White River and introduced a series of ecological lenses that related to the work brought to bear
by Pliny Fisk and CMPBS. The immersive learning experience resulted in a sequence of
recommendations for the section of the White River from north of Farm City to Daleville with
emphasis placed on Muncie. All faculty and studios participated in pre- and post-events in
preparation for the many professionals who came in to participate in the event.

Landscape Architecture students work with economic developer Jay Julian,
restoration specialist Phil Tevis and faculty Chris Marlow
in the Design Week charette at CAP this past fall.
Photo by Chris Helms

MJ Meneley talks with the students about practice and job market
competition for the employer and the employee
in a workshop on interview skills.
Photo by Chris Helms

Craddock Wetland Design/Build
The Craddock Wetland project received an immersive learning award from the Provost‘s office.
30+ students were involved working with biologists, wetland advocates, engineers, landscape
architects and contractors to assemble a larger pavilion structure and path network. The project
has won several state and local awards.

Craddock Wetland pavillion nearly completed. Photo provided by Les Smith

All of the studio projects in the Department of Urban Planning are immersive in nature with
students working on community projects. One example is the PLAN 302, Urban and
Neighborhood Analysis Studio. Twenty-five, third-year undergraduate students in the Urban
Planning program created a Neighborhood Action Plan (NAP) for the local Christian
Development Corporation and Neighborhood Association in South-Central in Muncie,
Indiana. A diverse and historic area, South-Central presented many interesting challenges for the
students, which they helped solve in regards to the social, economic, and appearance of the
neighborhood. The students worked closely with residents at several public meetings to gather
first-hand information about what improvements were needed and desired by the locals. In
addition to the requests of the residents, the students also did visioning exercises to suggest new
ideas to residents and, after those were approved, all the initiatives for the NAP were prioritized
based on time, budget, and importance to the community. The final NAP can be viewed at:

http://muncieactionplan.org/?page_id=1525.
Modeling Urban Form: Expressions of the Operational State of Design-For-Sustainability
Students do not always have the opportunity to interact readily with those of other disciplines.
And so they cannot bring to bear their respective disciplinary experience and knowledge in
support of design-for-sustainability. The intent of this Building Better Communities (BBC)
project, Modeling Urban Form: Expressions of the Operational State of Design-ForSustainability, is to capitalize on the contributions of multiple disciplines. Students from
architecture, interior design, finance, NREM, and Economics participated. The faculty mentor
was Robert Koester, Director of Center for Energy Research, Education and Service and
Professor of Architecture. The students became versed in: the complexity of design for
sustainability, the challenges of working across disciplinary lines (learning to speak the language
of others), the bounding of the collaborative decision space at differing scales, the bounding of
the collaborative decision space with differing evaluative criteria, and the discovery of the
distinction between problem-solutions and value-creations in the design activity, and the
timeliness of applying such holistic thinking to the significant social, economic, and
environmental, and challenges of achieving the long-term sustainability of culture, its artifacts
and the natural world.
Objective

D. Be strategic in our graduate and undergraduate offerings.

There were eight Department of Landscape Architecture elective course offerings in the natural
sciences, technology and engineering. These courses reinforce the STEM content of the
landscape architecture program providing the student with skills they need in evidence based
design. Courses included needed content in reforestation, botany, greenways, design/build and
communication technology.
Objective

E. Foster student-faculty collaboration at the graduate and undergraduate levels.

The Landscape Architecture Foundation has provided $900,000 in
scholarships and fellowships to nearly 500 students since 1986.
The Olmsted Scholars Program honors one exceptional graduate
student leader from each accredited landscape architecture program
in the U.S. and Canada. The top prize is $25,000. Students must be
nominated by their faculty to be considered for this award.
Selection is made by an independent jury of leaders in the landscape
architecture profession. Candidates are evaluated on their past
achievements and their future potential to influence the landscape
architecture profession. Criteria for selection include the candidate‘s
leadership potential in the advancement of sustainable planning and
design, and fostering human and societal benefits. Eric Lucas, masters of landscape architecture
candidate, was chosen as this year‘s 2013 Olmsted Scholar.
Olon Dotson and students took a recent trip to Detroit, Michigan, in part, to serve chicken
gumbo to the "chronically homeless" at the Detroit Neighborhood Service Organization

(NSO) Tumaini Center. The CAP collected over $300 to help cover expenses. Our Students were
accompanied by Geri Strecker, Ted Wolner and CAP Alumnus Lucas Holwerda. Participants
were as follows: Sarah Aldroubi, Chloe' Dotson, Daniel Eisinger, Dominick Gordon, Julie
Musial, Pamela Quirin, Andrew Schenk, Jacob Slifer, Sandra Steinau-Weber,
Morganne Walker.

Olon Dotson with CAP students at the Detroit
Neighborhood Service Organization (NSO) Tumaini
Center.

Photo of the Detroit area.
Photos provided by Olon Dotson

The Department of Urban Planning faculty has collaborated with students in research and in
professional conference presentations. Two students co-wrote a paper with Junfeng Jiao, and
Abby Wiles, the graduate assistant for Michael Burayidi, co-wrote a book chapter for an edited
book that he is writing for publication by the University of Toronto Press.

Junfeng Jiao, Assistant Professor in Urban Planning and Max
Dillivan, MURP ‘12, submitted their article “Transit deserts:
the gap between demand and supply‖ to the Journal of Public
Transportation for peer review. It is in press at this time.

Junfeng Jiao also worked with Jenna Harbin and Y Li, to submit an additional article for peer
review to the Journal of Transportation Technology. This article titled ―Fast Tracks: A
comparison of high speed rail in China, Europe, and the United States” is in press.

Jiao also traveled to China in June with Jenna Harbin and S. Radil to present their paper ―A
People’s Atlas of Muncie: Citizen Representations of Urban Space. IEEE Xplore‖ at the 7th
International Association for China Planning Conference (IACP).
This year we held the Annual Faculty and Student Symposium on April 3rd. This was a time for
our faculty and students to showcase projects they have worked on throughout the year. Many of
our graduate students used this day to present their thesis topics and gain feedback from
colleagues.

Students and faculty attending a presentation during Faculty and Student Symposium Day.

Objective

F. Successfully implement a cohesive, holistic core curriculum at the undergraduate level.

As an entry-level student seeking a bachelor‘s degree in the College of Architecture and
Planning, a common course of study in the company of all of the other first-year students in the
college is followed. In the First-Year Program, students build a broad and solid foundation in the
disciplines of architecture, landscape architecture and urban planning—regardless of which of
the three directions they plan as a major.
Studying this way underscores the point that environmental planning and design are
interconnected with all other disciplines. And it helps all students understand how societal need
relates to environmental context.
The CAP is also contributors to the university core curriculum with several courses including
CAP200 - Fundamentals of Design Thinking produced and delivered by Dean Guillermo
Vasquez de Velasco. In the 2012-13 academic year the course added a second section providing
for a total enrollment of 80 online students per year.

Taming a MOOC: Scholarship of Teaching based on CAP200.- Fundamentals of Design Thinking

Objective

E. Be a college that attracts a diverse student body, faculty, and staff.

Each summer the CAP hosts recruitment programs in conjunction with the Office of Admissions.
Two of those programs are Summer Scholars and Project Stepping Stone. During student visits
they are exposed to small design-build projects, critical thinking development, design challenges,
and tours of the CAP facilities. We believe this, in part, helps to attract a diverse student body.
In addition, our continued professional ranking and accreditation status is viewed by incoming
students, both nationally and international. Below you will find overall CAP enrollments by
gender, ethnicity, and degree level for the 2012-13 academic year.

Undergraduate
Graduate
Bachelor
Certificate
Masters
Gender Ethnicity
Number of Students % of Total Number of Students % of Total Number of Students % of Total
Female
242
40%
0
0%
91
47%
Asian
5
1%
0
0%
0
0%
Bi-Racial
2
0%
0
0%
1
1%
Black or African American
15
2%
0
0%
4
2%
Foreign
6
1%
0
0%
23
12%
Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
1
0%
0
0%
0
0%
Hispanic
10
2%
0
0%
2
1%
Unknown
5
1%
0
0%
7
4%
White
198
33%
0
0%
54
28%
Male
367
60%
3
100%
101
53%
American Indian or Alaskan Native
1
0%
0
0%
1
1%
Asian
7
1%
0
0%
0
0%
Bi-Racial
11
2%
0
0%
1
1%
Black or African American
16
3%
0
0%
2
1%
Foreign
3
0%
0
0%
23
12%
Hispanic
24
4%
0
0%
1
1%
Unknown
8
1%
0
0%
5
3%
White
297
49%
3
100%
68
35%
Grand Total
609
100%
3
100%
192
100%

Information provided by the Office of Institutional Effectiveness

GOAL 2
Become a recognized leader for educational and disciplinary innovation.

A

Objective
. Increase the number and range of academic programs and faculty members which are nationally
ranked and /or recognized. Place particular emphasis on innovating pedagogy and curricula, synthesizing learning
with scholarship, as well as, leveraging built environments, technology, and media.

Design Intelligence, 2013, a publication of the Design Futures Council, ranked the Master of
Architecture program among the top ten in the Midwest region for a second consecutive year.
The program is ranked 10th among 24 programs. These rankings come from a survey of 397
professional firms, of which about two are in the state of Indiana. For a young program with only
a total of five cohorts of graduates, the ranking from the professionals is remarkable.
Also, the Design Intelligence 2013 survey of students revealed some exciting findings. The
survey found that 98% of our students feel that the quality of their education has been
Excellent (55%) or Above Average (43%), which is one of the highest satisfaction levels
among the surveyed schools. Only 2% of our students feel the quality of their education has been
―Average.‖ The survey also found that Ball State is the ONLY school where 100% of our
students “plan to take the Architect Registration Examination.”
The National Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB) Reaccreditation team site visit in
February went very well. The feedback from the team about our Master of Architecture

programs has been very positive and appears to be the best performance by our program in two
decades. Congratulations to our department community on this success. We feel immensely
rewarded by the rigorous review by the experienced and accomplished experts from all around
the country, and have every reason to believe the final recommendation of the term will be quite
favorable. NAAB will vote on the Visiting Team‘s recommendations in July. Much appreciation
and thanks goes out to the NAAB reaccreditation task force that included; Michele Chiuini,
Josh Coggeshall, Mahesh Daas, Walter Grondzik, Dustin Headley, Karen Keddy, Stephen
Kendall,, Julie Kratzner, Tammy McCord.

Photo of the NAAB accreditation team room with projects from the master of architecture students.

At the conclusion of this year‘s American Institute of Architects Indiana/Kentucky Annual
Convention, CAP Architecture faculty, students and alumni had walked away with award after
award.
One thing we stress here at the CAP is, ―BE READY‖. When a weather disaster hits the world,
―BE READY‖, our students and faculty may have to design housing, plan cities, or filter
waterways very quickly. When students are traveling aboard and don‘t have access to internet ―BE READY‖, our faculty will ask our students to design something, on a hilltop, thousands of
miles above sea level. Now this concept has been thrown into the main stream design world with
the creation of Design Slam, a design ―on the fly‖ competition, held at the AIA Ohio Valley
Region annual convention. Our students, Lauren Sherman and Ethan Coverstone, and mentor
Tony Costello, showed they ―are ready‖ with their winning design.
Distinguished professor emeritus of architecture, Tony Costello, FAIA,
received the first-ever AIA Indiana Gold Medal Award from the American
Institute of Architects Indiana (AIA) for his role in educating and
mentoring architecture students and helping give Indiana architects national
visibility. The AIA Indiana Gold Medal is the highest honor that AIA
Indiana can bestow on an individual.

In addition to our faculty, students, and staff recognition, our alumni are noted for their
contributions to their fields.

Deb Kunce, FAIA, (B.Arch '93) received the Juliet Peddle Award, which recognizes those with
a willingness to pioneer and who also has a devotion and commitment to architecture. In
addition, she is also one of the youngest people to be elevated to AIA Fellow, one of the highest
achievements for an architect.
Zach Benedict, AIA, (M.Arch '05) and Dan Overbey, AIA, (B.Arch '05) both received the
Young Architect Award.
Zach Benedict has been a community activist in promoting the redevelopment of downtown
Fort Wayne. He recently received CAP's Outstanding Achievement Alumni Award and was also
chosen as one of Fort Wayne Business Weekly's "40 under 40". He is partner at Morrison
Kattman Menze, Inc.
Dan Overbey is the Director of Sustainable Design Practices for Browning Day Mullins
Dierdorf Architects in Indianapolis. He is a regular contributor to Environmental Design +
Construction magazine and also teaches environmental systems at CAP.
The award for 2012 Design Firm of the Year Award was presented to One 10 Studio. Jeff
Echols (B.Arch '93) is an associate and Director of Construction Management for One 10 Studio
and Patrick Kestner (B.Arch '00) is the firm's Project Manager.
One 10 Studio's award not only honored the firm's exemplary designs, but also its community
commitment and its philosophy of grassroots design and community engagement.
Additional recognitions for the faculty in the department of architecture are listed below.
JOE BILELLO:

(National)
AIA Certification as disaster assistance professional
(State & Regional)
Indiana Architectural Foundation service recognition-completing
9 years
AIA Board of Scholarship and grant arm, five 2-year re-elected
terms
(International)
Citation by the House with No Steps Board of Trustees,
Alstonville, NSW, Australia
(University)
BeneFacta - recognition of contribution to BSU's research
mission through grant related work

MICHELE CHIUINI:

(National)
President-elect of the Building Technology Educators Society

JOSH COGGESHALL:

(National)
MA Prize' Honorable Mention, Modern Atlanta International

Competition for Green Dwelling
AIA Indianapolis Merit Award
MAHESH DAAS:

(National)
Award of Distinction, doctoral dissertation, University of
Pennsylvania
ACADIA Society Award of Excellence, 2013
(State & Regional)
Indiana Architectural Foundation Board

HARRY EGGINK:

(National)
Merit Design Award, 2012 Gerald Hines ULI Competition

TIM GRAY:

(State & Regional)
Gray Architecture received the AIA Indianapolis award for the
EcoMod project
AIA Indianapolis Chapter Design Honor Awards Program for
urbaRn project
Flat Lot‖ international competition organized by the Flint Chapter
of the American Institute of Architects
(International)
Distinguished Service Award: American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(National)
ASHRAE board member
Passive House Institute US Executive Board

WALTER GRONDZIK:

WES JANZ:

(National)
Flat Lot‖ international competition organized by the Flint Chapter
of the American Institute of Architects

DAN OVERBEY:

(State & Regional)
AIA Young Architect Award, expertise in sustainable design,
AIA codes and legislative committees

JONATHON SPODEK:

(State & Regional)
2012 Charles E. Peterson Prize student competition jury member,
sponsored by the Atheanaeum of Philadelphia
(National)
National Center for Preservation Training and Technology
Advisory Board (appointed by the US Secretary of the Interior)
Appointed to AIA Historic Resources Knowledge Community
Advisory Leadership Group (1 of 5 nationally) 5yr commitment
(2009-2013) with national chairmanship in 2013

ANDREA SWARTZ:

(State & Regional)
Minnetrista Annual Juried Art Show Award – 3rd place for
―Snow Train‖
(National)
AIA National Convention, annual photography contest award –
1st place, Flag- Pennsylvania Avenue
Flat Lot‖ international competition organized by the Flint Chapter
of the American Institute of Architects

DAN WOODFIN:

(University)
Outstanding Faculty Award – Phi Gamma Delta

The Ball State University Libraries and College of Architecture and
Planning‘s Architecture Library and Drawings + Documents Archive
received the 2012 Walter S. Blackburn Award which is given annually
to a person or organization that has contributed time and service in
support of the architectural profession. As the only archives dedicated to
the history of Indiana‘s built environment, the Archives provides
educational and community access to thousands of original and
irreplaceable architectural drawings, blueprints, photographs, 3D
models and other media. The award was presented to Carol Street,
Archivist for Architectural Records, and Amy Trendler, Architecture
Librarian.
In October, the National Council of Architectural Registration Board (NCARB) invited select
interns to participate in their first Intern Think Tank. Respondents of the call-out were asked to
complete a 300-word essay on ―Why Internship and Licensure Matter.‖ One hundred and ninety
seven individuals responded—and 12 were selected to participate from that pool. One of those
12 members was Anthony Gary, a CAP Masters of Architecture student.
The twelve-member team went to Washington, DC in December of 2012, for the first Intern
Think Tank to analyze the Intern Development Program‘s (IDP) real-world implementation and
effectiveness. Gary hopes NCARB will use the proposal ideas to improve the IDP by adding
value to the intern process and improving relationships between interns and supervisors. Their
team viewed the intern/supervisor relationship as having room to expand by creating learning
opportunities between the two.
The Think Tank was led by Chair R. Corey Clayborne, AIA, LEED APBD+C. Interns generated
ideas and concepts related to the charges, participated in blue-sky group discussions, gave
individual presentations, and then broke into teams to do further research. The teams will
compile reports for the Council‘s Internship Committee and the Board of Directors. ―This is a
tremendous opportunity for 12 bright emerging professionals to help shape the architectural
profession in respect to internship,‖ said Clayborne. ―It is an honor to help lead this initiative.‖

Anthony Gary (far right) works with his team
during the first Intern Think Tank held by
NCARB in Washington, DC December 2012.

Department of Landscape Architecture students from studios and Professional Practice classes
visited 12 offices during the school year in the Indianapolis region. Approximately, three to five
additional office visits were conducted during field trip week in Seattle, Portland, Boston,
Cincinnati, Northern Michigan, New York, Boston and Washington D.C. These visits included
private, public and NGO offices with and without alumni involved. The student‘s capacity to
understand their successful integration into the work environments that deliver landscape
architecture assures higher degree of success in the workforce which continues to contribute to
our high ranking nationally by Design Intelligence.

Landscape Architecture visit to Browning Day Mullins Dierdorf
Architects office in Indianapolis.

The Bachelor of Landscape Architecture program is nationally ranked in the top ten programs in
the country for the ninth year in a row by Design Intelligence. This ranking is based on
employers identifying which schools over the past five years are best preparing students for
success in the profession. Only seven schools in the nation share the accomplishment of holding
a ranked position for this long.
The Indiana Chapter of the American Society of Landscape Architects (INASLA) announced the
winners of this year‘s INASLA Professional and Student Awards at its annual meeting on
October 26, 2012. In the student design category, three awards were given: one merit, one honor,
and one award of excellence. Ball State students (now MLA and BLA graduates) received two of
these three awards. The following information was provided by Malcolm Cairns, professor of
Landscape Architecture.
Spatial Ecology: A Park System
Model for Midwestern American
SubUrbanism

Hyunja Kim won the 2012 Award of Honor for her project
titled, Spatial Ecology: A Park System Model for

Midwestern American SubUrbanism.
This project proposes a framework for establishing an urban
park system model based upon the principles of urban
ecology. This park system model incorporates hydrology and
green infrastructures, acknowledges ecological needs, and
refines Midwestern U.S. park systems in the expanding
Indianapolis suburbs of Carmel, Fishers, and Noblesville.
The proposed park system model prioritizes ecology over the
traditional park models built around population and acreage,
level of services (LOS), recreation, open space, greenways, and facility space guidelines. These
guidelines only consider human use and recreational facilities such as basketball courts, picnic
areas, and playgrounds. They do not include the ecological aspects appropriate for restoring
natural areas in urban settings.
Since natural areas are recharge zones, the model seeks to recapture ground water recharge
areas. Riparian buffers are vibrant elements of watersheds because of their protection of upland
and/or riparian surface areas and ground water quality from disturbances or adjacent land
uses. Hydrology is a primary element of the park model, so riparian buffers protect the White
River and streams and connect into wetland systems. These systems become the basic
framework of an ecological-based park system.
The highest honor in the student design awards is the Award of Excellence. This award is only
given by the jury if they feet that one project ―stands out‖ among the rest, was exceptional in the
execution of concept and project delivery and has made a significant contribution in the field of
landscape architecture. The 2012 Award of Excellence recipient was Lauren Schmidt for her
project is titled, Returning the Near South to Downtown Indianapolis: Daylighting
Pogue’s Run.

As a side effect of its interstate highway system, Indianapolis has experienced rampant suburban
growth, leaving the core hollow from urban decay. The Near South, with its large swaths of
vacant lots, is one of the most empty and underutilized areas of downtown. This master plan
hinges around the daylighting of Pogue‘s Run as a catalyst for urban renewal while also
addressing significant population, transportation, open space, and storm water issues.
Factory buildings for various industries sprung up along nearby rail lines and over Pogue‘s Run,
a creek that ran southwest through much of downtown. Yet much of the Near South was
residential, with homes lining nearly every street. In 1915, as a result of pollution and flooding
issues, much of the creek was buried in a concrete culvert.
The area is within walking distance of countless downtown amenities and destinations,
including: Monument Circle, Banker‘s Life Fieldhouse, Union Station, Indiana Convention
Center, Victory Field, Circle Centre Mall, White River State Park, and numerous museums,
shops, restaurants, and hotels.
The projects goals included, creating a cultural district that has its own unique character and
experiences, attracting people from the entire context (particularly the Wholesale District, Eli
Lilly, neighborhoods south and west) and generating a sustainable and desirable place to live.
The overall master plan includes four primary networks: residential, commercial, Pogue‘s Run
daylight, and recreational open space. The green space network connects directly to the White
River State Park. From along the river, three green fingers extend east, integrating into the urban
fabric. The residential network connects to existing pockets of homes, implementing a
substantial amount of infill and creating a new public school to serve the increase in residents.
Infill was carefully integrated to create a mix of densities, with higher densities concentrated
along main roads.
Daylighting Pogue‘s Run has tremendous social and environmental impacts. In addition to
providing a unifying element needed for a cultural district, the stream acts as a catalyst, drawing
people to and through the area, benefiting local businesses and enlivening the neighborhood.

Returning the Near South to
Downtown Indianapolis:
Daylighting Pogue‘s Run
The Planning Accreditation Board (PAB) site visit team arrived on campus on March 17 for the
accreditation review of the Department of Urban Planning. We have thus far received a draft
report from PAB and have responded to the draft. We are now awaiting the final report from the
PAB, which will take into consideration our response to the draft report. By all indications, the
site visit team was impressed with our programs, and we are on our way to a re-accreditation of
the programs.
The graduate program in the Department of Urban Planning is nationally accredited and ranked
in the top ten in the Midwest by Planetizen.
The organizing committee of the American Planning Association (APA) accepted the posters
from several students in the Urban Planning department to be exhibited at the National
Conference that took place in Chicago in April. The following students exhibited their work:
Using Brownfields to Reinvigorate Struggling Economies - Jacob Egan, Bryan Schuch, Justin
Long, Ryan Phelps; Leveraging Urban Redevelopment through State and Federal Funding
Sources- Ralph Holmes, Abby Wiles, Nick Stubbs; Satisfaction Survey of Affordable Housing
Project -- A Case Study in China - Xiaofei Xue.
Objective

B. Improve disciplinary scholarship and gain recognition for scholarship of teaching and learning.

Each year CAP faculty will publish their work in a variety of forms. Publication initiatives are
listed on the following pages. .
ANTONIETA ANGULO:

Refereed Conference Proceedings:
"Strategic Thinking on the Redesign of a Foundational CAAD
Course: Towards comprehensive training on
digital design", Co-authored with Josh Vermillion; (published
peer reviewed), included in the Book of Proceedings of the 2012
eCAADE
"A Leap Towards the Comprehensive Training of Digital Design
via Parametric Thinking"
Co-authored with Josh Vermillion; (published peer reviewed),
included in the Book of Proceedings of the 2012 National DCA
conference
"On the Design of Architectural Spatial Experiences Using
Immersive Simulation"
Abstract submission, currently in review, for the 2013 EAEA
11th International Conference.

JOE BILELLO:

Non-Refereed Journal Articles:
"Becoming an Architect" A Guide to Careers in Design", updated

profile chapter in text.
Interviews:
Disaster mitigation design with students from Research Methods
& Solar Decathlon
Career Exploration Project, Roncalli High School
CYNTHIA BRUBAKER:

Books & Chapters:
"Industrial Muncie" for publication in "Historic Preservation in
Indiana: Essays
from the Field"; Indiana University Press, 2013
Interviews:
Bloom Magazine
Herald Times

MICHELE CHIUINI:

Refereed Conference Proceedings:
ICONARCH-1 Conference: "Net-zero Houses: Designing for the
2013 Solar Decathlon" (with Walter Grondzik
and Marc McGinley)
BSU Greening of the Campus: "The Solar Decathlon: Teaching
High-Performance Housing Design Through Immersive
Learning"

OLON DOTSON:

Refereed Conference Proceedings:
Spaces and Flows: An International Conference on Urban &
Extra Urban Studies; paper presenter
"Physical Places and Ideological Spaces: Using Fourth World
Theory to Understand Inner-city Disinvestment"
Co-authored with Dr. Lisa Merriweather, submitted for
publication

ANA de BREA:

Books & Chapters:
Continued work on "Latin American Architecture"

HARRY EGGINK:

CAP Symposium 2012, "Drawing Moments"
Refereed Conference Proceedings:
International Design Competition Conference, 2012, paper
session on "Visual Memories"
Interviews:
Local newspapers, radio, TV on DeKalb Charrette

GEORGE ELVIN:

Books & Chapter:
"Post-Petroleum Design", submitted for publication
Contributing author, P. Petricone, "Concrete Ideas: Materials to
Shape a City"

TIM GRAY:

Books & Chapters:
"Salvaged Layers, A Collaborative Site Specific Performance",
book chapter in " Architecture as a Performing
Art", Ashgate Press 2013
Contributing a book chapter in the Design-Build section of the
CAP publication being coordinated by Michel Mounayar
Refereed Conference Paper:
"The Exquisite Corpse", Co-authored with Josh Coggeshall,
submitted to BTES 2013 Conference
Non-refereed:
Writing conference paper : ―urbaRn; We Are What We Grow‖

WALTER GRONDZIK:

Books & Chapters:
Technical Editor for "ASHRAE HVAC Design Manual for
Hospitals and Clinics"(2nd edition); fall 2012
Refereed Conference Proceedings:
ICONArch: Net-Zero Houses: Designing for the 2013 Solar
Decathlon (with Michele Chiuini and Mark McGinley)
CIBSE/ASHRAE Technical Symposium ―We‘re Engineers: let‘s
Act That Way when it Comes to Sustainability‖;
accepted for
publication; not presented due to medical condition
Non-Refereed Conference Presentations:
Paper-Greening of the Campus: "The Solar Decathlon: Teaching
High-Performance Housing Design through
Immersive Learning", with Michele Chiuini, James Jones, Tarek
Mahfouz, Marc McGinley
Presentation-Greening of the Campus: "Upping the Ante:
Exploring Net-Zero Energy Design",
"Using the Solar Decathlon to Explore High-Performance
Building Design", and Leed-Ebom and Poe:
"Immersive Tools for Understanding Green Buildings"
accepted for publication; not presented due to medical condition
Non-Refereed Conference Presentations:
Paper-Greening of the Campus: "The Solar Decathlon: Teaching
High-Performance Housing Design through
Immersive Learning", with Michele Chiuini, James Jones, Tarek
Mahfouz, Marc McGinley
Presentation-Greening of the Campus: "Upping the Ante:
Exploring Net-Zero Energy Design",
"Using the Solar Decathlon to Explore High-Performance
Building Design", and Leed-Ebom and Poe:
"Immersive Tools for Understanding Green Buildings"
accepted for publication; not presented due to medical condition

Non-Refereed Conference Presentations:
Paper-Greening of the Campus: "The Solar Decathlon: Teaching
High-Performance Housing Design through
Immersive Learning", with Michele Chiuini, James Jones, Tarek
Mahfouz, Marc McGinley
Presentation-Greening of the Campus: "Upping the Ante:
Exploring Net-Zero Energy Design",
"Using the Solar Decathlon to Explore High-Performance
Building Design", and Leed-Ebom and Poe:
"Immersive Tools for Understanding Green Buildings"
PAM HARWOOD:

Books & Chapters:
Design Beyond the Classroom: Embedding College Students in
Community
Refereed Conference Publications:
―Design Plus Children: An Approach to User-Centered Design
and Constructionism in the Design/Build of the
Muncie Children‘s Museum Tot Spot‖, EDRA44: Healthy and
Healing Places, paper accepted for presentation.
―Nature Based Play‖ Responsible Design for Environmental
Learning,‖ ETEN 23, paper accepted for presentation.
―Design Build of the Tot Spot: From Conceptualization through
Construction‖ and ―Design Patterns for the
Adaptive Reuse of Underutilized Buildings as Charter Schools‖
ACSA 101, project/poster accepted for presentation
―New Constellations New Ecologies, EDRA 44, project/poster
accepted for presentation.
―Nature Based Play: An Exploration of the Landscape We Live in
and Learn in for Preschool Children at Head
Start, Muncie, IN,‖ and ―Building Home: Patterns of Place‖,
EDRA 44, project/poster accepted for presentation.
Book; "Charter School Patterns of Innovation: A New
Architecture for a New Education (12 new case studies)
Non-Refereed Journal Articles:
―Design Patterns Used in Developing New and Renovating
Existing Charter School Facilities‖, NACSA
Interviews:
Building Better Communities, Learning Spotlight & DVD
DVD'S
"Middletown Movies", Teleplex produced
Muncie Children‘s Museum Tot Spot‖, EDRA44: Healthy and
Healing Places, paper accepted for presentation.
―Nature Based Play‖ Responsible Design for Environmental
Learning,‖ ETEN 23, paper accepted for presentation.

―Design Build of the Tot Spot: From Conceptualization through
Construction‖ and ―Design Patterns for the
Adaptive Reuse of Underutilized Buildings as Charter Schools‖
ACSA 101, project/poster accepted for presentation
―New Constellations New Ecologies, EDRA 44, project/poster
accepted for presentation.
―Nature Based Play: An Exploration of the Landscape We Live in
and Learn in for Preschool Children at Head
Start, Muncie, IN,‖ and ―Building Home: Patterns of Place‖,
EDRA 44, project/poster accepted for presentation.
Book; "Charter School Patterns of Innovation: A New
Architecture for a New Education (12 new case studies)
Non-Refereed Journal Articles:
―Design Patterns Used in Developing New and Renovating
Existing Charter School Facilities‖, NACSA
Interviews:
Building Better Communities, Learning Spotlight & DVD
DVD'S
"Middletown Movies", Teleplex produced
WES JANZ:

Books & Chapters:
―Leftover Rightunder‖: Revealing the Architectural Potential of
Found Materials, continuation (to be published
fall 2013)
Non-Refereed Journal Articles:
"Keith Knows Best"; 10 questions from Dana Milea & Mihai
Zachi, editors for "Squatting and Trashing"
thematic of Arhitex, Bucharest, Romania
Interviews:
WISH-TV Indy Styles to promote ―Couched Constructions‖
show.
WTHR-TV Focus - "Couched Constructions Part 2"
Ball State Daily News
Indianapolis Star (Sunday)
NUVO newspaper, "Consider the couch with Wes Janz"

KAREN KEDDY:

Books & Chapters:
Book chapter revision-"Nursing activities: embodied
professionalism and spaces of work";
A Unique Heritage in Environment-Behavior Studies: Ideas,
Perspectives and Legacy of the Milwaukee School
(selected paper)
Book chapter in progress - "Informal surveillance and women's
safety: An architectural contribution",
University of Toronto Press

Refereed Conference Proceedings:
Abstract published in conference book; "Looking back on a postdisaster response: Analyzing medical activities
to understand the transformation of public building to medical
facilities", 22nd IAPS Conference, Glasgow, Scotland
STEPHEN KENDALL:

Refereed Conference Proceedings:
―How an Infill Industry will Change Architecture‖; CIB W104
19th International
Conference Proceedings: Long Lasting Architecture in Urban
Transformation:
Beijing, China, Tianjin University
―Your Space Kit: off-site prefabrication of integrated residential
fit-out", proceedings, ACSA fall 2012
"Healthcare Facility Design for Flexibility", CIB W104 19th
International Conference

KEVIN KLINGER:

Refereed Conference Proceedings:
―Design-Through-Production: Towards a Humanist Position‖,
SIGRADI fall 2012
Refereed Journal Articles:
"Design-through-Production Formulations", Nexus Journal 2012

DEBORAH MIDDLETON:

Refereed Conference Proceedings:
―Instrumental Re-Stitching and Perceptual Rotation: Spatial
Recalibration Strategies for Monumental Parks in
Historic Cities", Proceedings of Cities in Transformation
EAAE/ARCC Milan 2012
Books & Chapters:
―Doxiadis Associates: The Master Plans‖, Rout ledge Press,
Oxford University Press (proposal in development)

JONATHON SPODEK:

Refereed Conference Proceedings:
"Integrating Environmental Sustainable Design & Historic
Preservation in Architecture Education", APT Western
Great Lakes Symposium
"The Role of Preservation in sustainable Architecture" fall 2012

ANDREA SWARTZ:

Interviews:
The Star Press on photography

JOSH VERMILLION:

Refereed Conference Proceedings:
"A Leap Towards a Comprehensive Training in Parametric
Thinking" with Antonieta Angulo; Design
Communication Assoc. Conference

"Strategic Thinking on the Redesign of a Foundational CAAD
Course: Towards comprehensive training on digital
design", with Antonieta Angulo, ―Digital Physicality proceedings
of the 30th- eCAADE Conference-Volume 1"
TED WOLNER:

Books & Chapters:
CBS Chicago selected "Henry Ives Cobb's Chicago as 1 of 8 Best
New Chicago Books for 2012

Research initiatives for the Department of Architecture are listed below.
ANTONIETA ANGULO:

―Understanding the feeling of presence in VR environments and
its impact in architectural visualization"
"Design of Architectural Spatial Experiences using Immersive
Simulation

JOE BILELLO:

Building and community resiliency when faced with natural and
man-made disasters

CYNTHIA BRUBAKER:

"Historic Preservation & Adaptive Use"

MICHELE CHIUINI:

Solar Decathlon, sustainability design

JOSH COGGESHALL:

Material Practice and Limestone research

MAHESH DAAS:

Design computing, Kinetogamie robotics, leadership studies,
higher education management

ANA DE BREA:

Edits on book on Latin American Architecture

OLON DOTSON;

"Design Learning: Through the Lens of Fourth World Theory"
Gary, Indiana: "A Critical Geography of a Fourth World City"

HARRY EGGINK:

DeKalb Hospital research project, "Memory Drawings", Boeing
project; sustainable design
"The Trail of a Drawing", book on immersive education
"Charrettes"; sustainable design

GEORGE ELVIN:

"Post-Petroleum Design", sustainable design

TIM GRAY:

Design-Build as critical pedagogy: ―Salvaged Layers; urbaRn
and Related Activities‖; sustainable design
The Exquisite Corpse: Celebrating the Art of Assembly; a Case
Study; sustainable design
"Flat Lot Competition"

WALTER GRONDZIK:

Understanding high-performance buildings, with a focus on the
2013 Solar Decathlon competition; sustainable design
Exploring High-Performance buildings via the 2013 Solar
Decathlon

PAM HARWOOD:

Nature Based Play: "An Exploration of the Landscape we Live in
and Learn in."; sustainable design
"Nature Play: Into the Woods with Design Thinking"

WES JANZ:

Completion of Timber Pallet Garage; social justice
"Leftover Rightunder" and "Flat Lot Competition"

KAREN KEDDY:

"After the 1917 Halifax Explosion: An analysis of design and
disability"; social justice, history & theory
"Titanic: Classism in Design"; social justice
"Racial Segregation in Design"; social justice
"Surveillance, Gender, and Architecture" (book chapter);social
justice

STEPHEN KENDALL:

Code and Market Research for Innovative Methods of Infilling
Demised Spaces in Buildings.
"Healthcare Design for Flexibility"

KEVIN KLINGER:

Digital design and fabrication.

DEBORAH MIDDLETON:

"Kenzo Tange and C. A. Doxiadis: Spatial Strategy Alignment for
Skopje Yugoslavia, 1964"
"The Effects of Spatial Organization in Dynamic Library
Environments on Student Peer-to-peer Collaborative Learning".
Khartoum, Sudan Master Plan C. A. Doxiadis (Data Source
Collection)
Saigon, Vietnam Master Plan C. A. Doxiadis (Data Source
Collection)

MICHAEL SILVER:

Robotics

JONATHAN SPODEK:

Integrating sustainable construction practices into Low Income
housing.

ANDREA SWARTZ:

Architectural photography: provocative propaganda

JOSH VERMILLION:

Humanoid robots in building industry, Kinect / human interfaces,
Carbon fiber placement in architecture and
foundation digital pedagogy and parametric thinking

TED WOLNER:

Study tours of Eero Saarinen's GM Research Park, Mies van der
Rohe's Lafayette Park and 1920s skyscrapers in Detroit

The Department of Landscape Architecture became an official provider for landscape
architecture continuing education studies (LACES) through the American Society of Landscape
Architects. Anyone on the faculty and all guest speakers who want to deliver lectures for
LACES credit need to register their course with the department and we will submit the
descriptive materials through university marketing venues and provide support during delivery.
Design Week courses and all guest speakers for the department were registered on line as
LACES courses.

Below is the summary of the research output for faculty in the Department of Landscape
Architecture. By loading sufficient time to facilitate research and publication the scholarly
output of the faculty was increased while still maintaining high teaching standards. Bottom line
shows faculty strengths in journal publications, conference presentations, and citations.

Journals

11

Conference
Posters

Exhibitions

2

2

Tech
Report

9

Citations

11

Conferences

17

Video
Right

1

Book
Chapter

1

Faculty in the Department of Urban Planning have published in nationally regarded peer
reviewed journals.
Eric Kelly has published a manuscript in Planning and Environmental Law and was the lead
author for Handbook for Planning Law: Principles and Practices for Northeastern Illinois. He is
also the author for updates of A Practical Guide to Land Use Approvals and Permits (New York:
Matthew Bender & Co.) Additionally, he revised and published as a sole author his book
Community Planning (Island Press, 2010). Kelly is also general editor of Zoning and Land Use
Controls (New York: Matthew Bender & Co.) where he is responsible for three major loose-leaf

updates annually. In the spring of 2012, at the invitation of the American Planning Association,
he prepared a major revision and update to his 1993 Planning Advisory Service Report, Selecting
and Retaining a Planning Consultant, RFQs, RFPs, Contracts, and Project Management. After
review and comment by a dozen planners (nine selected by the author, three selected by APA,
including its executive director), the project is in the production schedule at APA.
Junfeng Jiao has published ten manuscripts in Accident Analysis & Prevention, Transportation
Research Record, American Journal of Public Health, International Journal of Digital Content
Technology and its Application, IEEE Xplore, Urban Planning and Design Research,
International Journal of Obesity, Journal of Public Transportation, and Journal of
Transportation Technology. He also has three papers currently under review by the American
Journal of Preventive Medicine, Journal of Urban Planning and Development, and Health and
Place. Junfeng also has a book chapter published in Planning Support Systems for Sustainable
Urban Development (Springer 2013).
Jiao was also selected as an Emerging Media Initiative Faculty Fellow, a Global Health Institute
Faculty Fellow, and a Sponsored Program Office Fellow. He also became a member of the
Indiana Academy of Science in 2012.
Nihal Perera is co-editor with Tang Wing-Shing of Transforming Asian Cities: Intellectual
Impasse, Asianizing Space, and Emerging Translocalities, Routledge, 2012. Perera also had two
refereed journal articles published in Planning Theory, and Bhumi; and a book chapter in
Spatializing Politics: Culture and Geography in Postcolonial Sri Lanka, 2009.

Vera Adams‘ book review of Norm Tyler's Planning and Community Development, A Guide to
the 21st Century appeared in the Spring 2012, Volume 23, Number 1 issue of the Journal of
Planning Education and Research.
Michael Burayidi‘s book Resilient downtowns: A new approach to revitalizing the downtowns
of small and medium size cities (Routledge) will be published in July 2013. His ―A New Fourpoint Approach Strategy for Downtown Renewal‖ was published in Downtown Idea Exchange in
November 2010.

Lohren Deeg co-authored ―Throwing Paint: Using Divergent Thinking to Energize the
Traditional Design Studio‖ In-Form: A Journal of Design Culture, University of NebraskaLincoln: co-authored with Sean Rotar of Purdue University in 2012.
Francis Parker is co-author, (with Judy Clem) of a forthcoming book on history of Whitewater
Valley Railroad. Contract signed with Arcadia Publishing; material due September 2013.
Objective

C. Create innovative online and blended programs informed by research and scholarship.

The Department of Urban Planning offered several online classes this academic year and more
are to follow. The faculty and their courses are: Bruce Frankel, AICP Preparatory Exam
Course, Junfeng Jiao, Transportation Modeling and GIS.
PLAN 261 Communication and Presentation Techniques and PLAN 605 Design and
Presentation Techniques taught by Instructor Lisa Dunaway are two courses created to teach
urban planning students how to effectively communicate through written, graphic, and verbal
presentation techniques. The courses are 50/50 blended, enabling students to learn various types
of software at their own pace, and complete design exercises and mock public presentations in
the classroom. Organization and pacing are key for the success of the students, both from the
teaching style of the instructor and the motivation of the students. Each semester these two
courses were held, the online component of the content was steadily increased from
approximately 10% of the total contact hours up to a final division of 50%. By increasing the
online component of the course, the students understanding of the course material was markedly
improved, and tangible outcomes such as presentation boards were better designed and executed.
CAP200 - Following the initial delivery of a pilot of CAP200 (Fundamentals of Design
Thinking) to 4 students during the spring of 2012, the course has been offered in the Fall of 2012
and the Spring of 2013 to two cohorts of 20 students each during both semesters (80 students
total).

CAP200 is a cohort-based Distance
Education implementation that
contributes to UCC-21 / Tier II, and
the university Bachelor of General
Studies Program.

Objective
strength.

D. Be recognized for scholarly activity of our faculty members, particularly in targeted areas of

Through May 24, 2013, CAP has submitted 68 grant proposals, requesting $11,652,070. During
that same time period, 24 proposals were funded, totaling $732.334. Proposals pending approval
total $1,356,652.
There was a 28% increase in the number of funding proposals submitted for this year. There
is a 60% increase in the number of proposals funded for this year. The following is a
summary of all formal research proposals that were funded during the 2012-13 period.
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Bruce Race, associate professor of practice, presented at the American
Institute of Architects National Convention in Washington, DC; ―How
Community-Based Planning can Re-connect an Isolated Society‖ and served
on the COTE Green Projects Awards Panel. Also, he has been the Urban
Design columnist in the Indianapolis Business Journal. In addition, Race won
the highest award bestowed by the Indiana Chapter of the American Planning
Association. He received the Indiana Planning Sagamore on May 11 during the
chapter‘s spring conference at Ball State University‘s Alumni Center. The
Planning Sagamore is intended to recognize individual accomplishment and to
single out the recipient ―as a model planner before the public and the planning
profession,‖ according to the award criteria. ―Bruce is being honored because
of his accomplishments over many years of service as an Urban Planning
professional,‖ said Joshua Desmond, awards committee chair for the Indiana
Chapter.
Walter Grondzik, professor of architecture, LEED-AP, is the President of the
Board of Directors of the Passive House Institute US (PHIUS); the
organization promotes high-performance buildings. He is a member of the
Board of Directors of the Society of Building Science Educators (SBSE); the
organization promotes the inclusion of environmental responsiveness in
architectural education.

George Elvin, associate professor of architecture, LEED Accredited
Professional, Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED AP),
was a presenter of
"Clean Technologies for Green Building" a one-day workshop, at the Clean
Technology Convention, in Santa Clara, CA, June 18, 2012. He also served as
Chair at the Green Building Symposium, Clean Technology Convention, Santa
Clara, CA, and June 19-21, 2012.
Scott Truex, associate professor of urban planning is a member of the
International Development Initiatives Sustainable Communities - NGO
activities and a board member for the Indiana Sustainability Alliance.

Brad Beaubien, Director, CAP Indianapolis Center and Master of Urban
Design Advisor was selected in the Indianapolis Business Journal‘s Forty
under 40 listing for 2013.

It is a natural extension of CAP influence when our alumni earn recognitions. We offer a few
from this year for consideration.
David Leazenby, a graduate of the Department of Urban Planning, and
cofounder and Vice President of Milhaus was also selected as a Forty
under 40 member from the Indianapolis Business Journal.

Rachel Minnery, AIA, was awarded the 2013 AIA Young Architect
Award by the American Institute of Architects. This award is given to
individuals based on exceptional leadership and their contributions to
the profession in the early stages of their architectural career. Rachel is
an architect for Environmental Works in Seattle, Washington.

Gary Vance, FAIA, FACHA, LEED AP, was elected into the
prestigious American Institute of Architects College of Fellows; a
distinction that‘s awarded to less than 3 percent of the nearly 80,000
AIA architects. Gary was recognized for his healthcare design
leadership and contribution to the evolution of the architectural
practice. Gary is the National Director of Healthcare at BSA
LifeStructures in Indianapolis.

TEDx Indianapolis–like all TEDx events–is a self-organized event designed to provide a local
platform to share big, TED-like ideas. In the spring of 2012, the International School of Indiana,
Big Car, and the Indianapolis Museum of Art decided to stage Indy‘s first TEDx conference.
With the incredible help from many partners, sponsors, and volunteers, on October 26, 2012 500
people attended the first TEDx Indianapolis, with the theme of DESIGN LEARNING, at the
Indianapolis Museum of Art. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers combine to
spark deep discussion and connection in a small group. These events are branded TEDx, where x
= independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general guidance for the
TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized. Olon Dotson, associate
professor of architecture, was chosen to be a speaker at the event where he communicated Fourth

World theory to his audience. View more of Dotson‘s talk at
http://tedxindianapolis.com/portfolio/olon-dotson/.

GOAL 3
Invest in an increasingly vibrant and integrated university community.
Objective

A. Ensure the CAP educational and student life experience is distinctive, consistent, and integrated.

The CAP has a robust agenda of extra-curricular activities that support our educational
objectives at the same time they provide additional distinctiveness to our college. All our extracurricular activities, such as lectures, competitions, field trips, and volunteer efforts, are fully
integrated into our curriculum and are consistent with the CAP culture.
A standing-room only crowd greeted New York-based artist Mary Miss in the CAP lecture hall
on September 24, 2012, as she presented her lecture titled, City as a Living Laboratory:
Sustainability Made Tangible Through the Arts. Miss was the first Charles M. Sappenfield
speaker of the 2012-13 academic year. She is known for constantly reshaping the boundaries
between sculpture, architecture, landscape architecture, planning, and installation art, and
attracted a diverse audience from all the disciplines within the CAP, as well as those from other
departments on campus.

Markers indicating flood levels in Boulder City, Colorado. Photo credit: Mary Miss

Joe Frost was the featured speaker during the October lecture event for Masters of Science in
Historic Planning and Associated Students for Historic Preservation. Frost addressed the topic of
advocacy for historic buildings. Frost is a Community Preservation Specialist for the Indiana

Landmarks Eastern Regional Office, as well as, the Executive Director of the Indiana National
Road Association.

The annual CAP Alumni Symposium and Award dinner was held on Friday, October 26. The
CAP welcomed back the classes of 1972, ‘82, ‘92, and 2002 to celebrate their anniversaries.

The class of 1982 gathered in the Architecture Library to visit.
American Institute of Architecture Students (AIAS) members focused on leadership during their
lecture series this year. Deb Kunce, AIA National Vice-President and Sarah Hempstead,
Principal, of Schmidt Associates conducted an interactive workshop on building leadership skills
in November. They explained strategies from their own experiences in setting and achieving
career goals.

A panel discussion called "Leading the Future of Architecture" was held on January 14.
Architectural professionals in academics, practice, research and political activism shared their

views on what leadership means to them. The event was hosted by AIAS and the department of
Architecture.

Panel members included Guillermo Vasquez de Velasco, dean of the College of Architecture and Planning, Wes
Janz, professor of Architecture, Vop Osili, city-county councilor of Indianapolis, district 15, Mike Silver, design
innovation fellow. The panel discussion was moderated by Mahesh Daas.
Photo by Chris Helms

On April 18 the CAP hosted Dr. Phil Jones, head of the Welsh School of Architecture at Cardiff
University in the United Kingdom. The title of his lecture was ―Towards a Low Carbon Future:
from buildings to cities; policy to practice‖. This presentation introduced some of the main
drivers and challenges we face to become carbon neutral. Dr. Jones also discuss low and zero
carbon aspirations for new buildings, retrofit programs and at urban scale, using case study
examples to illustrate developments in research and practice. He described the development of
simulation tools to consider energy and the environment at building and urban scale. As well as,
introduced new research projects which are using an integrative systems approach to consider
energy supply, demand and storage. Finally he looked at how universities can work with industry
and government to help deliver low carbon policy into practice at a regional scale.

A small token of
appreciation for Dr. Jones.

Photo provided by Bruce Race

The 2012 winners of the National Concrete Masonry Association Foundation Unit Design
Competition consisted of the design team of Kevin Snyder, Maddie Toth, Caleb Wild, Colin
Marshal and Tim Thorton.

L to R: Kevin Snyder, Maddie Toth, M. Caleb
Wild, Colin Marshal present their design
during the NCMA Block Design Competition.
(Not pictured: Tim Thorton)

The jury was unanimous in selecting this teams ―Haiti Block‖ as the first prize winner. They felt
that this design truly ―broke new ground‖ in terms of its exploration of the concept of a unit that
physically fits together like Lego Blocks which, in fact, the team included a picture on their
presentation board.

Final Model of the Haiti Block.

The other aspects that impressed the jury in terms of the special requirements for its application
in Haiti was that it allowed for natural light and ventilation when laid on with cores facing the
faces of the wall and that it accommodated the placement of vertical re-bars to create reinforced
masonry.
The jury members consisted of Josh Naragon, Executive Director of the Indiana Concrete
Masonry Association, Brian Hollars, AIA, Muncie architect, Scott Truex, AICP, associate
professor of Urban Planning, Dave Wheeler, plant manager for Wheeler Block in Shelbyville,
Indiana, and Eston Hathaway, formerly with Hagerman Masonry.

Jury members discussing the designs.

Sixteen students travelled for 32 days across Italy and France as part of the CAPItalia 2012 field
study. The students ranged from second year undergraduate students to first year graduate in the
College of Architecture and Planning, all of whom completed six units of coursework as part of
the field study.

CAPItalia students with Professor Tim Gray

The trip, which was led by associate professors Kevin Klinger and Timothy Gray, began in
the southern tip of Sicily in the town of Siracusa where the students collaborated with a group of
students at the Consorzio Universitario Archimede, before moving northward along the Amalfi
Coast. The students continued working their way north for stops in Rome, Florence, the
Cinque Terre coast, Verona, Venice, Milan and surrounding areas. The group continued on to
Paris after a spectacular stop in Chamonoix in the heart of the French Alps.
Developed in the second summer session of 2012, CAP Americano Sur Program 2012
introduced the students to the unique urban and social history and culture of three South
American countries –Chile, Argentina, and Uruguay, through a study of the architecture, art, and
built environment.
Also, ten students and the program director, associate professor Ana de Brea traveled to
Santiago, Isla Negra, Viña del Mar, Valparaiso, Montevideo, Atlantida, Colonia, Buenos Aires,
and La Plata to compare, research, and learn about the art, culture, and architecture in
the different countries and the Latin culture. Interdisciplinary collaboration, cultural exchange,
and the unique experience of traveling, living, and interacting in different cultures during the
field study helped students place their university education within a global and cross-cultural
perspective.
Argentina, Uruguay, and Chile are countries located in the southernmost tip of the South
American continent. Although these countries share common borders, the choice of these three
countries for the trip allowed students to discern the unique and distinct cultural, social,
topographical, and urban conditions of the three neighboring nations by using a comparative
perspective. Le Corbusier in South America, the innovative structures by the Uruguayan Eladio
Dieste, and the houses designed and built by the winner of the 1971 Nobel Prize in Literature,
Pablo Neruda in collaboration with different Chilean architects, as well as ―tango music‖
influencing the rhythm and identity of a city were part of the topics discussed with the students
while on the trip.

“Buenos Aires Flower,” by Eduardo Catalano, 2002: a project that
discusses the intersection between art and architecture.

Les Smith, Professor of Landscape Architecture, and Rod Underwood, Professor of
Architecture, left with their PolyArk19/World Tour 5 students January 3. This is the 19th biennial
international study tour available to graduate and undergraduate students in all three academic
departments, Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Urban Planning. This immersive
learning program, initiated over thirty years ago, has evolved over the years from shorter single
residential base study abroad formats to its current form as a fifteen-week intense global study
tour - now adding the term ―World Tour‖.
Twenty-five students and two faculty members participated in a three-and-a-half month intense,
rigorous and immersive learning-styled study-travel environment. Student course work was
woven inextricably into the intense day-by-day itinerary visiting places, spaces, design
professionals, buildings, gardens, and vernacular environments - urban, rural, and natural. With
the ―world‖ as their classroom and curious minds wrestling with sketchbooks, traditional
drawing media, and a collective dedication for ‗design‘ to actuate more sustainable environments
- a rich learning environment soars ‗on-the-fly‘. While traveling students were asked to
remember their hometowns and upon returning to campus, completed design projects using this
concept.

Group in Delphi

Sketching Session

The Urban Planning department‘s award-winning CapAsia program took 12 students to Asia this
spring. Students spent time in India and Nepal and worked jointly with their counter-parts in
Asia on urban planning issues affecting local communities. The students, along with Professor
Nihal Perera, returned back to campus in April.

Community leaders complete
a cognitive map of the
settlement the students will
work on.

Working session with students Professor Perera meets with
and NGO ITTEC Director, Dr. informal settlement
Shisir Kumar Das.
community leader, Ms.
Svayan Prabha.

Photos provided by CAPAsia students

Hosted by the Department of Landscape Architecture, Jie Hu, vice president of Tsinghua
Tongheng Urban Planning & Design Institute in Beijing and Tom Ryan of Ryan Associates,
were presenters during the spring semester. Both practitioners presented major green
infrastructure works including the Olympic Green Forest Park in Beijing and the Louisville
Waterfront Park along the Ohio River in Kentucky.

Jie Hu

Tom Ryan

Continuing Education Units were offered from the American Society of Landscape Architecture
professional organization through the speaker presentations during Design Week and during the
speaker series. With the excellent support of the T-COM staff, we were able to webcast lectures
by Pliny Fisk from the Center for Maximum Potential Building Systems, Hu Jie from Tchingua
University and the panel presentation of Women in Landscape Architecture to practitioners
around the country.
Pliny Fisk, co-founder and co-director of the
Center for Maximum Potential Building
Systems (CMPBS) and a notable international
expert for his work in life cycle planning and
design spoke to CAP students in October as
part of the Department of Landscape
Architecture‘s Design Week.

Photo by Chris Helms

Doug Tallamy, professor and chair of
entomology and wildlife ecology at the
University of Delaware, was the Urban
Planning department‘s guest lecture during the
spring semester. He gave a talk on ―Bringing
Nature Home: How you can Sustain Wildlife
with Native Plants‖ on Jan. 28.

Photo by Chris Helms

Later the same day, the presidents of the three professional organizations represented in the
college gave a presentation on the state of the professions. Participating in the discussion were
Mitchell Silver, AICP, American Planning Association, Jeff Potter, FAIA, American Institute of

Architects, and Susan Hatchell, FASLA, American Society of Landscape Architects. The
moderator was Norm Heikens, focus editor of Indianapolis Business Journal. The event was part
of the Charles M. Sappenfield Guest Lecture Series.

Mitchell Silver, AICP, American Planning Association, Susan Hatchell,
FASLA, American Society of Landscape Architects, Jeff Potter, FAIA,
American Institute of Architects. Photo by Chris Helms

On March 21, Jim Leggitt, FAIA, visited the CAP for a discussion and short demo. He
discussed and demonstrated his discoveries of new hybrid drawing techniques which integrate
digital technology with traditional drawing processes. He also signed books for students.
Additional information about Leggitt is available at www.drawingshortcuts.com.

Photo by Chris Helms - Jim Leggitt, FAIA lecture

The Indiana American Planning Association (APA) conference took place in Columbus, Indiana.
on March 15. Eleven students who took Assistant Professor Vera Adams’ fall Sustainable
Housing class received the APA Indiana Outstanding Student Project Award at the conference.

Top: APA Indiana Outstanding Student Project Award
Bottom: Accepting the award (L to R) Dan Bird,
Michael Burayidi, Chair of the Department of Urban
Planning, Kylie Davis (student involved with project),
Shane Burkhart, President of APA Indiana,Vera
Adams, Assistant Professor of mentor for the class.
Photos provided by Vera Adams

Each year Cripe Architects +Engineers sponsor the 4th year CAPSTONE Design Competition.
This year‘s competition challenged students to rethink Castle Pinckney, the abandoned early
nineteenth century fort situated on a coastal island within the Charleston, South Carolina, harbor
and Shute‘s Folly Island surrounding it.
Participants were asked to preserve and interpret the extant historic fabric as emblematic of the
country's early attempt to create a national defense system, and should re-imagine the site as an
eco-tourist and educational destination.

The island is being reformed into public space that boosts local character with the capacity for
everyday or crowd-pulling events. Solutions needed to explore the issues of access, the
relationship between preservation and design (both architectural and landscape), off-grid energy
consumption, changing climate patterns, water management, land use, and habitat protection.
Students investigated how the preservation of this historically significant site could provoke a
profound rethinking of our current conventions about preservation, design, community, the
environment, and heritage tourism. Jordan Crook and Steve Putt took home honor awards for
their designs during the December Cripe competition.
Crook‘s design approach conveyed the importance of the maritime culture that surrounds
Charleston Harbor. Crook‘s favorite part of the design is the repurposing of materials. ―Just the
idea that junked corten steel could be taken from the shipyards and old wood taken from broken
docks and piers and given new life...it really gave the project a deeper connection with the
boating culture of Charleston, and allowed the design to reflect its surroundings, personify
cultural values, and embody the spirit of the place‖ remarked Crook.

L to R: The models for Honor Award Recipients Jordan Crook and Steve Putt.
Photo by Chris Helms

L to R: Steven Putt, Janice Shimizu-Coggeshall,
and Jordan Crook. Steve and Jordan are the 2012
Crip Design Competition Honor Award Recipients.
Janice was their faculty advisor.

Photo by Chris Helms

Achieving Honorable Mention for Individual project status was Matthew Lawton and Charles
Koers.

L to R: Honorable Mention models – Matthew Lawton and Charles Koers
Photo by Chris Helms

The Honor Award for Team project was presented to Jonathan Lain and James Montesano and
Fabiola Shifflett and Rochelle Jansing.

L to R: Honor Award for Team Project models – Jonathan Lian and James Montesano and Fabiola Shifflett
and Rochelle Jansing. Photo by Chris Helms.

The CAP offers a special ―thank you‖ to the jury members of Michael Halstead, Patrick
Kestner, Scott Pannicke, and Paul Puzzello.

L to R: A few of the jury members were having a great time during the awards
presentation. Scott Pannicke, Patrick Kestner, and Michael Halstead
Photo by Chris Helms

Gerald D. Hines Student Urban Design Competition Team. Photo provided by Bruce Race
Members of the Master of Urban Design and the Master of Architecture programs were named
as one of four finalists in the Gerald D. Hines Student Urban Design Competition. The team was

one of 149 teams, representing 70 universities in the United States and Canada that entered the
annual competition sponsored by the Urban Land Institute.
Team members include Jourdan Feick and Shruti Khandelwal in the College of Architecture
and Planning: Indianapolis Center's Master of Urban Design program, plus CAP Master of
Architecture students Lucas Holwerda and Aaron Nordstrom. Purdue student Cristina
Arauco Escobar, in that university‘s Master of Building Construction program, rounds out the
team. Bruce Race, associate professor of professional practice at CAP:IC, is the faculty advisor.
The team‘s entry — Portland Avenue — envisions a new pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly design
for a major street in a section of Minneapolis.
Each of the finalist teams won $10,000 for making it to that stage of the competition
The annual American Planning Association (APA) national conference took place in Chicago in
April. Faculty members Scott Truex, Bruce Race, Bruce Frankel, Francis Parker, Junfeng
Jiao, Vera Adams, and Michael Burayidi attended. Forty students from the Department of
Urban Planning took part in the conference, and several presented posters.
A collaboration between the College of Architecture and Planning and Information Technology
Services resulted in the Traveler app; which is attracting attention nationwide.
Traveler, which has been developed for tablet computers and smartphones running the Android
operating system, uses GPS technology and Google Maps to keep track of a user‘s route and
features a number of embedded programs that can be used to chronicle a trip. A user can easily
take photos, record audio or video clips, jot notes or use a stylus to sketch a building or
landscape. The app keeps track of where each of those actions takes place and drops a marker to
pinpoint them on a map.
Kyle Parker, senior development group leader for Ball State‘s IT Services developed Traveler
in cooperation with Lohren Deeg, assistant professor of urban planning whose environmental
design students helped test early versions of the app, and Valerie Morris, associate director of
enterprise user relations.

B

Objective
. Foster an environment where the college and community seamlessly work together to achieve
common aspirations and goals.

Master of Science in Historic Planning had the opportunity to be directly involved in a national
study this year. CAP students worked with Donovan Rypkema and his assistants at
PlaceEconomics to gather information for Donovan‘s Muncie Righsizing Pilot Project called Re:
local. Re:local was developed by PlaceEconomics, a Washington, DC-based real estate and
economic development firm with extensive experience in downtown and neighborhood
commercial district revitalization. Partners in the pilot project include the City of Muncie,
Indiana Landmarks, LocalData, and students from the University of Pennsylvania. CAP students
who worked on the project were: Elizabet Biggio, Joe Clark, Kathi Corwin, Mary Delach,
Nick Hersterman, Roshele Jackson, Cory Johnson, Leslie Perrigo, Sarah Robinson, and

Angela Shelby, with guidance of their faculty mentors, Cynthia Brubaker and Susan
Lankford. The project team collected basic information on over 4,000 properties in the study
neighborhoods: East Central, Old West End, South Central, Industry, and Westridge. This data
will be combined with a diverse range of social, economic, environmental, and physical data to
yield recommendations. To continue the discussion and incorporate a full visit for Donovan, he
spoke to students at the CAP on February 7.

A team of Masters of Urban Designs (MUD) students interacted with Indianapolis community on
the Cole Noble Eco District project. The planning students were mentored by architecture
graduate students that prepared a similar plan the year before. Bruce Race, associate professor of
practice, was their faculty mentor.
The students prepared a planning report demonstrating design concepts resulting in zero energy,
water and greenhouse gas emissions. The report is accessible to community partners via the
http://www.nd20.org website.
Students focused on a district comprised of approximately 12.5 blocks south of the Lockerbie
Square Historic District. The studio‘s objective is to demonstrate how this visible and wellplaced district can be transformed into a contemporary sustainable, vibrant and livable
neighborhood. Community partners included the Nature Conservancy, Indianapolis DMD, and
Milhaus Development.
The students learned how to take the initiative to develop an overall planning framework and
detailed block plans that demonstrated sustainable design strategies. They worked with local
planners and advocates to establish baseline inventory and business as usual calculations for
GHG emissions. They prepared net zero plans that met comprehensive sustainability targets.
They presented the strategies at two meetings with project partners.

Presentation to stakeholders and Metropolitan
Development Department, Director Adam
Thies, AICP

Team photo. Information and photos provided
by Bruce Race

In December more than 30 landscape architecture students under the guidance of associate
professor German Cruz and instructor Bo Zhang presented more than 100 pages of ideas to
transform the city of Muncie into a very welcoming place. Looking at 32 sites throughout the
city, including the downtown, some suggestions they offered were a fountain tower at Ind. 332
and Nebo Road and sending Ind. 332 underneath an elongated roundabout and park at the
highway‘s congested intersection of Bethel Avenue and Chadam and Clara lanes.
Landscape architecture student Christen Cook told The Muncie Star Press, the city doesn‘t even
offer welcome signs, ―the BSU football schedule (on a billboard at Ind. 332 and Interstate 69) is
all you see,‖ she said.
The plan is part of the ongoing discussion of what Muncie could become. Several months ago
the city added bike lanes to High and Mulberry streets downtown. In addition, streets were
narrowed, which help slow down the traffic.
(Student quote above was provided in an article by the Muncie Star Press written by Seth
Slabaugh and published on December 5, 2012.)

The Department of Landscape Architecture worked with the YMCA Appletree Early Learning
Center to create a forest kindergarten early learning center in their backyard site. Additional
community partners included the Ball Brothers Foundation and a steering committee of teachers,
biologists and maintenance personal. The students learned to support a client through the design
process using evidence-based research performance goals, provide bidding and materials
location support for reforestation projects, identify the characteristics of outdoor learning centers
that utilize ―all weather‖ approach to early childhood learning, and learned to schedule and
install a reforestation event that is coincident with Earth Day celebrations. They used a new way
of designing outdoor classrooms using research in forestry, early childhood development and
playground/classroom design helped students understand the important leadership role that they
can play as landscape architects in transformative school design in early childhood locations. The
faculty mentor for this project was Jody Rosenblatt-Naderi.

Both the faculty and students of the Department of Urban Planning are and have been engaged in
the community. Eric Kelly is a past president of APA and chaired the Muncie-Delaware County
Government Reorganization Committee. Scott Truex is past chair of the Living Lightly Fair, of
which Lisa Dunaway is a past board member. Francis Parker has been a board member and
planning committee member for two railroad preservation museums in Indiana, and served on
the committee for the adaptive reuse of the Muncie railroad depot as headquarters for the
Cardinal Greenway. He routinely advises on depot preservation projects around the state, and he
also serves on the Anderson-Muncie Public Transportation Coalition. Vera Adams is a board
member for both the Indiana chapter of the American Planning Association and the Meridian
Kessler Neighborhood Association. Bruce Race has conducted charrettes in Indianapolis,
Auburn, and Cleveland.
During the fall semester, instructor Vera Adams and her PLAN 498/598 course participated in
the Habitat for Humanity House program which they build in southeast Indianapolis, Indiana.
The Lily Corporation sponsored the house. Students were asked to produce affordable housing at
minimal costs. These students researched and documented the community experience, met other
volunteers, worked with Lily research scientists, worked with builders and contractors and
carpenters and plumbers. International students learned the ―how‖ and ―why‖ Americans pitch
in to help their neighbors.
Lisa Dunaway, instructor of urban planning, and her PLAN 302 course developed the SouthCentral Neighborhood Action Plan (SCNAP) which is a citizen-generated policy regarding the
future of the neighborhood, and contains initiatives that are developed by the residents of the
neighborhood. The SCNAP falls under the umbrella of the Muncie Action Plan, which is a
strategic guide for the city to create an action agenda for the future. Also produced was the
SCNAP Handbook, a document to aid citizen planners when they begin to enact initiatives from
the Action Plan.
Over the course of the semester, the students‘ knowledge of planning grew to include such skills
as public speaking, professional report writing, and survey creation. They also discovered many
sources of information that are helpful to community development including making connections
with local organizations, researching grant opportunities, and the importance of establishing
relationships within a community. An important take away from the project is that students
learned the interdependence of the built and social environments, a lesson that will stay with
them for the rest of their professional career.
The Drawings + Documents Archive now has a dedicated Ball State University Foundation Fund
to acquire financial donations to support the archives. Before the opening of this fund there was
no dedicated fund to support the archives. It was recently created by Ewing Miller, FAIA, with a
donation of $6,000 and is titled ―A Preservation Fund for the History of Architects and their
work in Indiana in Memory of the Ewing Miller Family of Architects.‖ It is meant to provide
general support for the programs and activities of the archives, and provides another way our
donors can support the goals of the college. This opportunity was created with the hard work and
dedication of Brenda Davis, Director of Development for CAP and Carol Street, Archivist for
Architectural Records.

Carol Street with Ewing Miller during a visit to campus in 2012.

C

Objective
. Continue to position the college as a steward of the environment by building on the college‘s
expertise and success in sustainability.

The CAP continues a long standing tradition of implementing and maintaining sustainable
initiatives. The following section was provided by CAP COTE representative, Ted Wolner,
during the December 3, 2012 meeting of the committee as a report of the CAP‘s commitment to
sustainability.
During the fall and spring semesters the CAP offered the following courses that included various
aspects of sustainability.












Net-Zero Interdisciplinary Sustainability Studio (Bruce Race): ARCH 402 & PLAN
404/504 (r)
Master‘s in Urban Design Studios (Bruce Race): UD510/503/602 f2012 & s2013 (r)
Theories of Sustainability (George Elvin): ARCH 644, f2012 ®
Prototype Community Center (Post-disaster relief) in Haiti (Tony Costello): ARCH
490/590 (e)
Environmental Planning: Ecological Systems and Resources (Lisa Dunaway): PLAN
433/533 (e)
Urban Agriculture (Scott Truex): PLAN 498.4/598.4 (e)
Planning a Greenway (Susan Tomizawa): LA498/698 (e)
Natural Landscape Restoration: Philosophy, Science, Application (Chris Baas): LA
498C/598C (e)
Sustainable Land Systems & Sustainable Development (John Motloch): LA 471 (e)
Cultural Sustainability: Place, Landscape & Meaning (Carla Corbin): LA 498A/598A (e)
Landscape Architecture Design/Build Environmental Studio (Les Smith):

a. Pavilion for The John M. Craddock Wetland Nature Preserve—the last project for
CWNP; ongoing construction from Summer 2012 through S 2013 (e)





Ongoing renovation of the EcoREHAB Model Home and Assistance Center (522 S.
Gharkey). (BSU, Muncie Department of Community Development, & the non-profit
agency ecoREHAB of Muncie, Inc.). Student groups working with Architecture faculty
Jonathan Spodek have planned, designed, and executed the ecologically sustainable
rehabilitation of this house (minimized construction waste, increased energy efficiency,
used green building products and recycled materials, implemented passive heating and
cooling systems, installed a cool roof, reduced water use, and will manage storm water
and restore native plantings).
Disaster Relief & Sustainability Standards for the Team Kentuckiana solar decathlon
project (Walter Grondzik): ARCH 632 (e) (the first commissioning course in an
architecture program)
LEED-potential of the Team Kentuckiana solar decathlon project: ARCH 633 (e)

The Project School is a ground-breaking partnership (Timothy Gray, Associate Professor of
Architecture & Mathew Jose of Big City Farms) to create an urban garden along the highly
visible Monon trail at the school‘s 22nd street Campus in Indianapolis. They will serve as a
model for partnerships between schools and urban farmers in Indianapolis neighborhoods;
Fourteen architecture students constructed classroom & meeting facilities using re-purposed
shipping containers. The buildings demonstrate sustainable building practices and strategies,
extending the agenda of the urban farm to that of the built environment.

Photo provided by Tim Gray

Under the direction of the CAP Sustainability Committee, we‘ve created a Plug Load study
which involves two CAP faculty offices, and is the first of several steps in developing a plan for
the conservation of energy in the CAP Building.

In addition, operational initiatives which are ongoing include:






Whenever possible, CAP acquires excess or used furniture rather than buying new;
several of our lounges now furnished with excess or used chairs and tables;
Two dozen new bicycle hoops installed around the perimeter of the CAP building
Six LCD units serve as mobile ePinup stations, significantly reducing printing and paper
consumption in the presentation and jurying of student design projects;
CAP mandate: energy-star ratings required for any replacement equipment;
CAP mandate: replacement of incandescent lighting with florescent lights;

Our student organization of the Emerging Green Builders (EGB) continues as an
interdisciplinary group, with students representing diverse talents & backgrounds; self-education
in passive design and renewable energy to help lead in the green building industry.
The tables below offer a snapshot of sustainability content in courses (by Department). The
partially updated work, begun by Meg Calkins in 2009-10, is incomplete because of a low
response rate. The tables do, however, establish a template, and a baseline against which to
measure with a reasonable degree of accuracy the annual increase or decrease in percentages of
course content devoted to sustainability issues. Not all required (R) and elective (E) courses can
or should accommodate sustainability, but the need to know which do and don‘t is imperative,
given the college‘s mission to effectively educate environmental designers and planners. This
information was supplied by Ted Wolner as a committee update.
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN, TECHNOLOGY AND/OR POLICY CONTENT OF
COURSES IN THE COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING 2009 PRESENT
Title of Course and number
Type of
%
Instructor
course
Sustainable
(studio,
Content
technology,
seminar,
lecture)
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
COURSES
LA 100 Introduction to Landscape
Architecture
LA 220 Landscape Architecture History
LA 270 Environmental Systems
LA 573Environmental Systems and
Structures
LA 311 LA Engineering 1
LA 312 Engineering II
LA 403

Lecture

15%

Cairns, Malcolm

Lecture
Lecture
Lecture

33%
85%
85%

Benson, Robert
Baas, Robert
Baas, Robert

Technology

50%

Technology
Studio

50%
40%

Marlow, Christopher
M
Calkins, Meg
Cairns, Malcolm

LA 413 Advanced Site Engineering
LA 371/598 Sustainable Site Design
LA 471 Sustainable Site Design
LA 498/598 Reconnecting People and place
Mexico Design-build
LA 201 Site Design
LA 202 Open Space Design
LA 301 Housing and Community Design
LA 403 Urban Design
LA 601 Principles of Landscape
Architectural Design
LA 603 Urban and Community Issues
LA 602 Site Design
LA 602 Site Design
LA 403 Urban design
Landscape Architecture - Averages

ARCHITECTURE COURSES
ARCH 498/598 Special Projects in
Architecture
ARCH 498/598 Special Projects in
Architecture
ARCH 498/598 New Technologies for
Green Building
ARCH 498 Special Projects in Architecture
ARCH 557 Case Studies
ARCH 598 Urban Design Case Studies
Arch 652 Research Methods
ARCH 329 History of Architecture 2
ARCH 444/544 Economics of Historic
Preservation
ARCH 541/544 Preservation Law/Planning
ARCH 529 History, Theory, Criticism
ARCH 273 Environmental Systems
ARCH 214 Building Technology
ARCH 314 Architectural Building Tech 2
ARCH 373 Environmental Systems 2
ARCH 229 History of Architecture 1
ARCH 201 Architectural Design 1
ARCH 202 Architectural Design 2
ARCH 301 Architectural Design

Technology
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar

100%
100%
100%
100%

Cruz, German Tadeo
Calkins
Motloch, John
Motloch, John

Studio
Studio
Studio
Studio
Studio

10%
20%
60%
50%
15%

Marlow, Chris
Motloch, John
Calkins, Meg
Cruz, German
Corbin, Carla

Studio
Studio
Studio
Studio
Lecture
Tech
Seminar
Studio

50%
30%
90%
50%

Motloch, John
Calkins, Meg
Bussiere, Simon
Benson, Robert
Response Rate

Seminar-E

10%

Grondzik, Walter T

Seminar-E

100%

Grondzik, Walter T

Seminar-E

100%

Elvin, George

Seminar-E
Seminar-R
Seminar-E
Seminar-R

40%
33%
50%
30%

Lecture-R
Lecture-R

5%
100%

Gibson, Michael D
Bilello, Joseph J
Eggink, Harry A
Vasquez De Velasco,
Guillermo
Wolner, Edward
Campbell, Duncan

Lecture-R
Lecture-R
Lecture-R
Lecture-R
Lecture-R
Lecture-R
Lecture-R
Studio-R
Studio-R
Studio-R

100%
?
75%
5%
25%
20%
5%
?
10%
5-50%

Campbell, Duncan
Grondzik, Walter T
Gibson, Michael
Gray, Timothy
Grondzik, Walter T
Wolner, Edward
various
various
Various

ARCH 301 Architectural Design
ARCH 302 Architectural Design
ARCH 401 Architectural Design Studio
ARCH 402 Architectural Design Studio
ARCH 402/502
ARCH 501 Architecture Design 1
ARCH 501 Architectural Design 1
ARCH 502 Architectural Design 2
ARCH 506 Preservation Design Studio
ARCH 601 Design
ARCH 602 Architecture Thesis
Architecture – Averages

Studio-R
Studio-R
Studio-R
Studio-R
Studio-R
Studio-R
Studio-R
Studio-R
Studio-R
Studio-R
Studio-R
Lecture
Tech
Seminar
Studio

100%
5-50%
5-50%
5-50%
100%
5-30%
100%
100%
75%
5-100%
50%

Koester, Robert
various
various
various
Koester, Robert
various
Koester, Robert
various
Campbell, Duncan
various
various
Response Rate

M.U.D.--URBAN DESIGN COURSES
UD 501/503
UD 601/502
UD 602
CAP 651
(The entire MUD program focuses on
sustainable city design (green
infrastructure, preservation, infill, locally
developed and distributed energy--each
course contributes.

CAP:IC______
_______
Studio-R
Studio-R
Studio-R
Seminar-R

_________
40%
40%
40%
20%

________________
Race, Bruce
various
various
various

Lecture-R
Lecture-R

20%
10%

Scott Truex Francis
Parker

Lecture-R
Seminar-R
Seminar-E

30%
50%
100%

Lohren Deeg
Lisa Davidson
Scott Truex

Seminar-E
Seminar-E
Studio-R
Studio-R
Studio-R
Studio-R
Lecture
Seminar
Studio

15%
25%
30%
30%
20%
15%

Adams, Vera A
Parker, Francis H
Adams, Vera A
Scott Truex
Adams, Vera A
Adams, Vera A
Response Rate

URBAN PLANNING COURSES
PLAN 100 Introduction to Urban Planning
PLAN 221 Planning History & Theory
PLAN261 Communication Tech
PLAN 433/533 Environmental Planning
PLAN 460/560 Alternative/Sustainable
Community Planning
PLAN 455/555 Women & Urb Envirmnts
PLAN 531 Urban Transportation Planning
PLAN 202 Site Planning and Design
PLAN 302 Field Studio
PLAN 630 Comp Planning Studio
PLAN 631 Studio in Physical Planning
Urban Planning - Averages

CAP 101 Environmental Design and
Planning 1
CAP 102 Environmental Design and
Planning 2
CAP 498B/598B Charette Graphics
CAP 498/598 Green Cities
CAP 498 (a,b,c) Coffee, Community and
Climate Change

Studio-R

40%

Lohren Deeg

Studio-R

20%

Cairns, Malcolm D

Seminar-E
Seminar-E
Seminar-E

30%
100%
100%

Lohren Deeg
Scott Truex
Scott Truex

Guillermo Vasquez de Velasco, Dean, College of Architecture and Planning is a member of the
Ball State University Climate Action Task Force.
CAP:IC Reconnecting to Our Waterways is a collaborative ongoing initiative with 100+
partners, led by Brad Beaubian, Director of CAP:IC, SustainIndy, Keep Indianapolis Beautiful,
and Lilly. It embraces the waterways that weave neighborhoods together and is an outgrowth of
the Cities Livability Challenge which builds on the work of several quality-of-life planning
initiatives and the city's combined sewer overflow long-term control plan. The 3-5-year
initiative explores six different waterways in Marion County and the neighborhoods along them,
and focuses on six elements: connectivity, ecology, economics, education, aesthetics, and wellbeing. While the process is evolving, CAP:IC performed an inventory of all existing plans and
studies in the six neighborhoods selected for the first phase of the initiative, held a brainstorming
charrette with those neighborhoods to identify "quick-win" projects that increase awareness of
the waterways, and developed an online crowd-sourcing website to get feedback on those ideas
as well as to allow anyone to add more ideas. The project is just beginning; the goal is to grow
many outreach and immersive learning opportunities for our students. The website:
ourwaterways.org.
Bruce Race, associate professor of practice, continues to integrate sustainable practices into
teaching, research, professional and academic presentations, service and practice. In the Master
of Urban Design classes of 2013 they worked with the Department of Metropolitan Development
and Indianapolis Downtown, Inc. in exploring urban design and sustainability policy issues and
concepts in advance of updating the Regional Center Plan in 2014.
Jodi Rosenblatt Naderi, chair and professor of landscape architecture received a research grant
for Forest Kindergarten which addresses early childhood development in deep wood immersion
learning centers. In addition, she received a second research grant for the role of urban forestry
in Indianapolis. Both grants deal with sustainable culture and economy, and support classroom
learning, graduate students, and research development and dissemination
Lohren Deeg, assistant professor of Urban Planning, who serves as our current university
representative to the Council on the Environment (COTE) helped facilitate a discussion, along
with Malcolm Cairns professor in Landscape Architecture, and Michele Mounayar, associate
dean, regarding the electricity load and needs of the CAP and whether future retrofitting, such as
fixture or bulb replacements could be a demonstration project for the CAP gallery (and beyond)
in the interests of energy savings. The Solar Decathlon team received a Green Initiatives award

and Ted Wolner, who served as our university representative to COTE until December 2012,
and who is a professor of Architecture, received the COTE Service Award.

D

Objective
. Provide a high-quality work-life environment that encourages faculty, staff, and student
achievement and positions the college to attract and retain talent on a national scale.

On Saturday, November 17, 2012, thirty-one faculty and students from the Ball State University
Department of Architecture met at the university Alumni Center, not for a faculty retreat, but
rather for an ―advance‖. Led by Department Chair Mahesh Daas, facilitated by Professor of
Communication Studies Dr. Michael Holmes, and joined by College of Architecture and
Planning Dean Guillermo Vasquez de Velasco, the faculty worked toward, ―Sense-making of
the past and the present in the global, professional, institutional, and departmental contexts.‖
Through a series of intensive brainstorming sessions and discussions, they identified strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the context of the world, profession, university and the
department. To begin, small groups of up to eight faculty and students worked in roundtables to
identify issues at each level of context. They captured their collective ideas on flip charts, which
they then presented to all participants in the advance. These presentations also stimulated
animated discussion and debate among the entire gathering. After discussing potential strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats associated with each level of context as a small group, and
discussing them collectively through each group‘s presentations to the whole, the advance came
to a close with a comprehensive ―Concluding Café‖.

Department of Architecture faculty, staff, and students participated in Advance 2012.

The American Society of Landscape Architects student organization held an end-of-year book
sale this spring. The books were donated by German Cruz. It was a huge success.

Photo provided by Jody Rosenblatt-Naderi

GOAL 4
Advance Indiana through student engagement and faculty expertise.
Objective

A. Ensure statewide engagement efforts are cohesive, well-coordinated, and broadly recognized.

Place and Event along the White River Greenway: WALK INDIANA
Pam Harwood and two sections of ARCH429 worked on this project for the White River
Greenway. There were 12 groups of four students; randomly selected. A series of unique places,
approximately .5 miles apart, along the White River Greenway were pre-selected for each team
to create a rich sensory, site-based, natural installation to be a part of the annual quarter marathon
(6.5 mile) WALK INDIANA event. Each team had to use their selected place to re-search,
interpret, and re-present a temporary Installation in the landscape that served to create a multisensory place in the environment. This ―place‖ responded to the climatic, contextual, and cultural
attributes of the White River environs and sought to engage the participants in a nature based art
installation during WALK INDIANA, held on Saturday, September 8th. The project made the
students more aware of the importance of place and people in their design process. They had to
interview walkers, bikers, and other users of the greenway in preparation for their project
installation. They had to work with the environmental forces and since it rained heavily the night
before the WALK INDIANA, it was a testament to their planning and preparedness in the end.
They also had to work with a real ―client‖ and make certain that their installations did not
impede the flow of movement, pose any safety concern or hazard, and provided a joyful
expression of nature for the walker.

Illustration provided by Pam Harwood

The PLAN629 studio worked on the Riggin Farm Re-Development under the guidance of Bruce
Frankel, professor of urban planning during the spring 2013 semester. The community partner
for this project was the Muncie-Delaware Chamber of Commerce. The students framed an
innovative concept in ―separation subdivision‖ where 20 estate homes own shares in a
‗backyard‖ vineyard, merging agrarian and residential uses. The entire plan amalgamated four
transects: nature preserve, agricultural/ rural, suburban and urban. Application of methods
acquired in studio and other courses, and centered on development feasibility and impact, as well
as supportive public policies, were showcased by students. The students were first-year graduate
students with career ambitions in urban design, planning and real estate development, now honed
by contact with area professionals. In addition, the proposed uses have the potential to impact the
community by creating jobs, recreation spaces, or other developments from which the
community as a whole will benefit.
Vera Adams, assistant professor of urban planning and her PLAN201 class worked with
community partner Meridian Kessler Neighborhood Association to illustrate options for urban
infill new use for a one acre empty lot, mitigated brown field in TIF district, develop parking
options including shared, parking district and permits parking options as requested by
neighborhood representatives. The students created sixteen alternative site development plans for

the one acre block at College Avenue and 46th Street in the Tax Increment Financing district
recently approved by city and neighborhood groups and one memo discussing and
recommending parking solutions.
Michel Mounayar, with the help of many others, has been working to write and release a book
about the CAP‘s community-based engagement. The CAP is committed to assisting Indiana
communities with their quest to improve their physical environment and quality of life. Through
this publication students, faculty, citizens, and community leaders are able to review sample
work from over four decades of community immersion and work related to community design
and planning. CAP teams of students and faculty through the years volunteered their time and
talent in public service of our state. This publication seeks to offer insight to our continuing
tradition and history of public engagement. Due to be released during the fall of 2013, this book
is the first in a series that will showcase the strengths of the college. Many thanks go to the
following individuals for their hard work and contributions in pulling this information together;
Brad Beaubien, Michael Bloomfield, Simon Bussiere, Michele Chiuini, Julie Collier,
Anthony Costello, Lohren Deeg, Harry Eggink, Tracey Parfitt, James Segedy, Joshua
Stowers, Geralyn Strecker, Scott Truex, and Guillermo Vasquez de Velasco. We extend
special acknowledgment to deans, Charlie M. Sappenfield, Robert A. Fisher, and Jeffrey L.
Hall for keeping the CAP community-based programs alive and thriving through these many
years.

Cover of forthcoming book about community
based projects in the CAP through the years.

B.

Objective
Connect academic programs with employers in the state to create more synergy between
educational offerings and the needs of a knowledge-based economy.

The Department of Landscape Architecture launched an Advisory Group this year with an open
invitation to all alumni to become Charter Members for the first year of start-up. Eighty-five
volunteers agreed to participate in that role. Since then they have established a meeting time in
the summer of 2013 to help identify the by-laws of the general membership as well as an
executive board.
In addition, the Department of Architecture and the Department of Urban Planning are
developing Advisory groups.
In August 2012, Jennifer Milliken (BUPD ‘94) became the
first Director of the Urban Land Institute (ULI) -Indiana, a
position intended to allow the District Council to expand on an
already impressive body of work. The Indiana District Council
engages local members by hosting educational forums and
networking events and conducting community outreach
programs. As a multi-disciplinary forum, ULI offers an
unbiased and nonpartisan exchange on issues affecting the
industry, and provides the avenue for dialogue between private industry and public interest. And
by providing industry expertise to community leaders, District Councils seek to influence local
land use policy and practice. The remaining 19% are clustered in the larger/ university cities like
Muncie, Bloomington, Lafayette and South Bend. Members include architects, planners,
developers, builders, attorneys and financiers. ULI-Indiana is run by a local volunteer board
which serves a two year term. The current Chair is CAP Alumnus Greg Jacoby, AIA. Other
CAP Alumni currently serving on the Board are Jeff Kingsbury, Tadd Miller, Corrie Meyer
and Sean Mulroony.
The Department of Urban Planning has hosted the Indiana chapter of the American Planning
Association conferences for the last three years ensuring a strong and cohesive working
relationship between academia and planning practice.
Working to enhance the involvement of the PLAN202/301 students with Planning alumni, field
professionals and community-based members, Vera Adams, assistant professor of urban
planning, developed the ―Just Lunch‖ initiative. The Indiana Chapter of APA was the
community partner. Office tours, walks thru town with planners and lunch one-on-one with
AICP members of the American Institute of Certified Planners, American Planning Association
Indiana State Chapter were executed. This helped students to learn what it is like to be a
professional planner and how you grow from student at BSU to practicing professional in the
State of Indiana. Many students received internship offers for this summer. The activity now
forms the basis for the internship program in the Planning Department. One student learned
enough to become the student representative on a national committee for economic development.
This student, two weeks before, was concerned he did not draw well enough in studio.

As in previous years the Department of Architecture held an Autodesk Revit Workshop in the
CAP building. It was well attended by students, faculty, alumni, and community members. This
event was organized and implemented by Antonieta Angulo, associate professor of practice.

On February 18 and 20, the department of Architecture held a job fair for their students hosting
nearly 30 employers. In addition, the department of Urban Planning held an internship fair on
March 11 for their students with representatives from Anderson, Noblesville, and Fishers in
attendance. In continuing tradition, employers are seeking our students to fill their workforce.
Objective

C. Leverage CAP expertise to increase the competitiveness of Indiana‘s communities and businesses.

Nature Play: Responsible Design for Environmental Learning, BBC project, with Pam
Harwood, resulted in a master planning document delivered to the Head Start community
partner. This included: 1) a literature review with research on children and nature play and the
benefits associated with outdoor play in natural environments, 2) a site inventory and analysis of
the 8 acre site north of the Head Start school for use as the nature playscape, 3) program
development with user, client, and parent group input, 4) precedent and case study research with
the students having visited and selected 12 differing natural learning environments across the US
to compare 5) design analysis which included simulation activities with the children and teachers
at Head Start, pattern development, research methodology of interviews, surveys, and
observations, and the development of schematic design alternatives, 6) a final master schematic
design plan and model developed in a participatory design and planning methodology. The
schematic design was then used to apply for funding for the project. Simply stated, the challenge

was to redesign the outdoor play environment of Head Start in a way in which to reconnect
children to nature. This Building Better Communities project explored an environmentally
responsible design ethic with an interdisciplinary student team leading to a final schematic
design. Head Start recently received notification of funding from both the Ball Brothers
Foundation ($75,000) and the Community Foundation ($25,000) to begin building.

Illustration provided by Pam Harwood

In March the Department of Architecture, the American Institute of Architecture students
(AIAS), and the American Institute of Architects hosted the Indianapolis and Fort Wayne chapter
program. The day began with ―Conversations: Up Close and Personal Dialogs about
Leadership‖, featuring Juan Miro, FAIA and moderated by Mahesh Daas, DPACSA. Campus
tours and studio reviews were provided by members of AIAS. A design charrette related to
campus, hosted by AIAS, with mixed teams of students and professions was held in the CAP
atrium. The day cumulated in a presentation by Juan Miro, FAIA.
Joe Bilello, professor of architecture, and his AR600 class have been working with Munciana
Volleyball Club to design the ultimate junior volleyball club facility. Working in consultation
with the Munciana CEO, CFO, co-owners, coaches, and staff, graduate students came up with
three designs for this facility. The facility needed to incorporate areas for training and events,
facilitate excellent play and spectatorship and be transferable to volleyball clubs nationally. The

students learned to work with a real client and a real design problem, protect their rights to the
design, and understand and solve client financial concerns.

Professor Miró is currently
Principal of Miró Rivera
Architects.
Landscape Architecture studios working on community projects included the urban design studio
and the parks/open space studio. Four faculty and 58 students developed design concepts geared
to stimulating economic growth through renewal. The Muncie project under the direction of
faculty member German Cruz received citations in the local newspaper as well as presidential
recognition for the excellence and importance of the student work.

Master Gardener Competition
Front LR: Alicia Haydon, Christie Cook, Kyle Koger
Back LR: Ryan King, Brandon Roos, Ben Doane, German Cruz, Nick Buesking
Photo by Lori Pence

Faculty in the Department of Urban Planning regularly provide consultative services to Indiana
cities, counties and the private sector on planning, real estate and development matters. This year
department faculty worked with the following:
Bruce Frankel – Advisor to Mayor Dennis Tyler on community development and planning
issues, Muncie Action Plan, The Star Press editorial advisory board
Vera Adams – Meridian Kessler Neighborhood Association Steering Committee member.
Eric Kelly – Indiana Land Resources Council, Nature Conservancy of Indiana, Chair of
Muncie-Delaware County Government Reorganization Committee.
Scott Truex – Chair of Living Lightly Fair board, Advisory Committee for Hoosier
Environmental Council.
Francis Parker – Anderson-Muncie Public Transportation Coalition, Indiana
Transportation Museum, Whitewater Valley Railroad.
Michael Burayidi – Muncie-Delaware Clean and Beautiful, Muncie Action Plan.
Objective

D. Be a leader in the advancement of education reform in Indiana.

CAP faculty are often invited to share their knowledge, not only within the state, but also
nationally and internationally. Below is information outlining their engagements.
ANTONIETA ANGULO:

DCA Conference, Stillwater, OK (Oct. 2012), session
presentation
University of Mendoza-Argentina, Keynote presentation with G.
Vasquez de Velasco
EAEA International Conference, Abstract Submission

JOE BILELLO:

AIA Convention, Denver CO (June 2013)

MICHELE CHIUINI:

ICONARCH Conference, Konya, Turkey (Nov. 2012), paper
presentation on Solar Decathlon
ATINER Conference, Athens, Greece (June 2013), paper
presentation on "The American
Solar Home: Typology & Technology"

JOSH COGGESHALL:

AIA/KY Convention, Lexington, KY (Nov. 2012)

MAHESH DAAS:

Kansas State University, KS (Jan. 2013) IAPD Distinguished
Lecture Series
AIA Convention, Denver, CO (June 2013)
Doctoral graduation, University of Pennsylvania

US Ireland Higher Education Summit, Dublin, (June 2012)
"I Innovate" Symposium, UxIndia2012: Strategic Design
Leadership, Indian School of Business,
Hyderabad (Sept. 2012)
ANA de BREA:

"Architectural Anatomy / Body Fragments", School of Arch,
Design & Urbanism; FADU UBA Buenos Aires, Argentina

OLON DOTSON:

Spaces & Flows conference, Detroit, MI (Oct. 2012), paper
presentation ―Physical Places
& Ideological Spaces: Using Fourth World Theory to Understand
Inner City Disinvestment"
NOMAS Convention, Detroit, MI (Oct. 2012)
TEDx - Indianapolis, IN (Oct. 2012)
2012 Black History Month Celebration; Lilly Award,
Indianapolis, IN

HARRY EGGINK:

DCA Conference, Oklahoma (Oct. 2012), paper presentation
Boeing Aeronautical Engineers, Seattle, WA (Oct. 2012),
presentation "Reuse of the 747"

WALTER GRONDZIK:

National Passive House Conference, Denver, CO (Sept. 2012)
ASHRAE Winter Meeting, Dallas, TX (Jan. 2013), present ALI
short course on Commissioning Process
University of Oregon, Eugene, OR, (Feb. 2013), invited
presentation to Environmental Control Systems
2013 Architectural Engineering Institute Conference,
Pennsylvania, PA (Apr. 2013), paper presenter on
"BSU's Solar Decathlon Efforts"
ASHRAE Learning Institute, Los Angeles, CA (Apr. 2013),
presenter of short course
ASES Solar 2013 Conference & participate in SBSE Annual
Meeting (March 2013)
ASHRAE Summer Conference, Denver, CO (June 2013),
presenter of short course, chair & participate

PAM HARWOOD:

EDRA Conference, Providence, RI (May 2013), paper
presentation
BBC sponsored NACSA meeting, (Oct. 2012)

KAREN KEDDY:

EDRA Conference, Providence, RI (May 2013), paper
presentation

STEPHEN KENDALL:

University of Johannesburg Conference, South Africa (Sept.

2012), keynote speaker
NE Regional ACSA Conference, Philadelphia, PA (Sept. 2012),
paper presentation
OB Beijing Conference, Beijing, China (Nov. 2012), guest
speaker
KEVIN KLINGER:

ACADIA Conference, San Francisco, CA (Oct. 2012)
SIGRADI 2012 Conference, Fortaleza, Brazil (Nov. 2012)

DEBORAH
MIDDLETON:

ATINER Conference, Athens, Greece (June 2013), paper
presenter

JONATHON SPODEK:

APT Preservation Symposium, Chicago, IL (Nov. 2012), paper
presentation

JOSH VERMILLION:

eCAADE 2012 Conference, Prague, Russia (Sept. 2012), paper
presentation

At the programmatic level in landscape architecture, we are promoting educational reform
through the adoption of promotion and tenure policy that recognized the role of the
practice/scholar in education. In the global field of landscape architecture education, the
―teaching college‖ model of applied learning continues to grow. The advance of design/build as
a major employer in the profession requires landscape architecture students in professional
schools to develop in the context of critical practice. With over 70% of the department of
landscape architecture faculty registered as practitioners with the American Society of
Landscape Architecture and 30% actively engaged in design works that are being developed and
built through critical practice in research and/or teaching, the department is taking a national lead
in centralizing the practice scholar teaching-as-scholarship model.
Faculty members, Lohren Deeg and Simon Bussiere, integrated Quick Response (QR)
technology into their studio assessments this year. Using QR codes in assessment enables the
immediate and robust capture of comments and critique, with minimal loss, into a digital data set
to be used in reframing and improving the project delivery in subsequent phases of the project or
in following years. Due to the direct feedback afforded by this technology, there is a dramatic
increase in the speed with which students are presented with an honest summative assessment of
their work, potentially increasing the immediacy, urgency and awareness of their design success
or failure as it relates to the project criteria. Additionally, students can be provided with a takeaway print of the survey results for their own records rather than relying on hand written notes.
Traditional design review - arguably the most critical assessment opportunity in design education
- is subjectively limited by the opinions of single design critics and by the willingness for those
critics to be open and honest about their assessment of the work being reviewed. As a result, this
may have a profound impact on student learning outcomes and summative assessment. The
authors argue that a balanced review sample from anonymous interdisciplinary critics can yield
more composed and perhaps more honest and equalized review for design work, thus offering
students an immediate and transparent window into the review process and promising a more

robust capture of that critique for further learning and subsequent iterations of the project for
future studio cohorts.
A participant uses
tablet PC with a QR
code reader installed
to link to a web-based
survey in an effort to
anonymously capture
assessments of student
work on display.
Photo provided by Lohren
Deeg

Objective

E. Enhance commercialization with new opportunities and strategies.

As an outcome from a Virgina Ball grant, Martha Hunt produced a video game with her
students on Nature Play. The video game is now being developed for distribution and has been
translated into Chinese for international distribution.
Harry Eggink, professor of architecture, and students from his ARCH601 class designed new
uses for retired Boeing 747 airplanes. The tangible outcome was an exhibit of their work at the
Boeing Flight Museum in Everett Washington during the spring of 2013. In addition, Eggink
gave a talk at the Future Flight Museum in Everett Washington. This project was also presented
at the 2013 Faculty/Student symposium by Eric Beaman and Lucas Holwerda (MARCH).
Design response was taken to another level as students learned to solve problems dealing with
disasters.
One example of the experience defining a career path is that of Lucas Holwerda who wrote his
thesis about a Global Disaster Surgical Module which may be deployed to a critically affected
disaster zone immediately following a man-made or natural disaster. Upon deployment, triage is
conducted and vital life-saving care is facilitated. This results in a much faster response time than
traditional methods, thus saving lives and mitigating long-term medical afflictions.

Isometric Composite Global Disaster Surgical
Module

Hangar post-processed

Deploying and rendering –
post processed
Photos provided by Lucas
Holwerda

Another student is researching the use of the airplane engine in forest fire situations. The engine
can with stand high amounts of heat. By repurposing this part, they can be dropped into the fire
where firefighters are working to provide a safe haven in case the fighter becomes surrounded by
the fire.
Additionally, a student is researching flying the old planes into small villages within Africa, then
dissembling and rearranging the parts to be used to set up schools.
Yet another student is looking into having the decommissioned planes land in Indianapolis to be
disassembled and have parts recycled into usable products such as furniture, flooring, etc.
The students in PLAN490 participated in the NAIOP-Indiana University Real Estate Challenge
during the spring 2013 semester. Bruce Frankel, professor of urban planning, was their faculty
mentor. The community partners included NAIOP-IN and the City of Indianapolis. To assist in
the various aspects of the project were many industry specialists including CB Richard Ellis,
Cassidy Turley, Browning Investments, Duke Realty, Milhaus Development, LLC; J.C. Hart
Company, Bank of America, Regions Bank, Krieg DeVault, Fagre Baker Daniels, and Summit
Realty Group among others.
Students created a feasible public sector-acceptable adaptive re-use plan. A critical piece of the
plan included an acceptable relocation of the current Indianapolis Public School bus facility and
a dense mixed-use to induce a city tax increment financing application. Based on 2012 results,
all six participants received job offers in the field of real estate development. To date, results for
this year are still pending.

F.

Objective
Provide a strategic array of in-person, online, and hybrid educational offerings
that meet the increasingly diverse needs of the state of Indiana.

The MLA program offerings were discussed last year to identify how to better reach the diverse
student interest from Indianapolis. It was decided to offer online and hybrid educational
offerings in such a manner as to allow students from Indianapolis to take classes. The pilot
classes will be offered in the fall of 2013. There will be one completely on line class (including
LACES registration), one blended readings course at the graduate level, a graduate elective
offered at night and a fourth course in managing thesis completion offered in both Indy and
Muncie.
PLAN 433/533 Environmental Planning is an interdisciplinary course focused on teaching the
connections between the natural and built environments, sustainable design choices on varying
scales, and personal lifestyle choices that contribute to a greener world. The course is 50/50
blended in format, allowing students to experience lectures both in the classroom and online,
often given by guest speakers who work in the environmental field. Other course work included
online discussions over required readings, viewing online videos, researching on and offline, and
writing a mock environmental recommendation plan for the student's hometown.
PLAN 481/581 Public Participation is an online course designed to allow students to immerse
themselves in the public participation process, which they will likely participate in during their
careers as urban planners. Students read various texts concerning the organization and running
of public meetings, as well as the implementation of the results. Students attend public meetings

in their current location and report back on the proceedings, which are then read by and
responded to by the other students. The students also watch interviews with design
professionals, and then conduct their own interview, to hear accounts of public meetings that
went well or not, in order to make more effective decisions in their future careers.
PLAN 484/585 Visual Modeling is an online, interdisciplinary course that teaches students
advanced techniques in SketchUp, Photoshop, InDesign, and Dreamweaver. With that
knowledge, students complete visioning projects for mock clients, showing the difference
between the existing conditions in various communities and what physical improvements the
students propose. By simulating real-world projects, the student's knowledge of the software is
markedly increased while they are able to practice tasks that they will likely undertake in the
future as design professionals.

